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Abstract

Toyota faced a massive international recall crisis in 2009 that threatened to destroy its image in relation to the quality and safety of its vehicles. The majority of Toyota’s recalls were issued in the United States, where Toyota was heavily scrutinized in media coverage. This exploratory study examines media and public relations content to examine how the media framed the crisis, and how Toyota framed image repair efforts during the crisis. It explores the foundations of image and communication, drawing upon William James and Jürgen Habermas, in addition to the theoretical underpinnings of impression management and framing analysis (e.g., Goffman, 1959; 1974), source selection (e.g. Hall et al., 1978), and image repair and crisis communication (e.g., Benoit, 1997; Coombs, 2007). Qualitative framing analysis is employed to code and analyze data sourced from three American newspapers, as well as Toyota U.S.A.'s press releases during the crisis period. The framing analysis revealed the fundamental role of customers and industry experts in defining a crisis when an organization’s credibility is diminished in the media, as well as the strong presence of culturally embedded themes in media framing. Toyota’s recovery was strongly linked to its actions to communicate transparently, remedy the situation, and demonstrate cultural sensitivity to its American customers. Drawing upon the findings, this study provides general recommendations for corporate crisis communication at the various stages of issue management, the crisis, and post-crisis.
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<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Sudden Unintended Acceleration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Crises are unexpected, sudden events that can happen to any organization. In principle, a crisis presents a serious threat to the basic values of a system, which necessitates critical decision-making due to time pressures and uncertain circumstances (Rosenthal, Hart & Charles, cited in Eid, 2008). Corporate crises typically involve a wide spectrum of stakeholders, including customers, shareholders, the government, and the media. When corporate image is implicated as a result of a crisis, perceptions held by these stakeholders can shift, necessitating a defensive response to repair corporate image (Benoit, 1997).

Communication is a fundamental feature of crisis response, as it directly impacts public perceptions of a crisis (Benoit, 1997; Coombs, 2007). The language in crisis communication affects public perceptions of the organization, and of the crisis itself (Coombs, 2007). These perceptions are important, as they reflect the public opinion of an organization’s image, and influence the current and future relationship that stakeholders have with the organization (Ibid). Prominent studies in the field of crisis communication (e.g., Benoit, 1997; Coombs, 2007) articulate strategies that can be employed to shape attributions of the crisis, change perceptions of the organization in crisis, and reduce the overall negative effect of the crisis. Public opinion is a particularly important consideration for crisis managers, as stakeholder perceptions indicate the degree of perceived organizational responsibility for the crisis (Coombs, 2007). Situational factors such as crisis type, crisis history, and perceived responsibility for the crisis are other essential considerations when formulating an effective crisis communication strategy.
The news media are a particularly strong indicator of how an organization is publicly perceived (Coombs, 2007). As an “unavoidable reality” of the public communication process, media frames suggest a connection between concepts, issues, and ideas to their audience (Nisbet, 2010: 44). News framing is also an important feature of crisis management, as most of the information that a company’s stakeholders gather about the organization is through news coverage, in addition to secondary sources, such as social media (Coombs, 2007). The nature and application of framing research is relevant to journalists and public relations professionals for different reasons. Journalists are ethically obliged to avoid framing issues in such a way that suggests hyperbole or offers concrete answers when none are available (Nisbet, 2010), while public relations professionals use framing as a strategic means to create or maintain a favourable image of the organization (Hallahan, 1999).

Despite high public scrutiny of corporate communication during a crisis, the occurrence of a crisis does not necessitate a negative outcome for the organization’s image. Communication can be used to help repair the damage brought on by a threat to organizational image, and various organizations ¹ have employed communication strategies to successfully recover corporate image following an image crisis. Crises can even present opportunities for organizations to demonstrate their preparedness for a crisis by demonstrating favourable qualities to customers and stakeholders at critical moments.

Toyota’s series of recalls from 2009 to 2010 was one of the biggest public relations crises ever experienced in the automotive industry. Following a fatal car

---

¹ Examples of successful “textbook” public relations strategies during a crisis include Maple Leaf Foods’ handling of the 2008 listeria crisis, as well as Johnson and Johnson’s crisis management during the 1982 Tylenol recall crisis (Ulmer et. al, 2014). These cases contrast prominent case studies of failed crisis communication, such as Exxon’s 1989 response to the Valdez oil spill.
accident involving a family in a rented Lexus that suddenly accelerated out of control, Toyota recalled roughly 7.5 million vehicles in the United States. The company faced numerous reports of deaths linked to “sudden unintended acceleration”, a $16.4 million fine for “knowingly hiding” safety concerns from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), and a financial impact of more than $5 billion through incentive campaigns inspired to recover public opinion (Mueller, 2011: 65).

The Toyota crisis is a particularly interesting case study for crisis communication research for two reasons. First, the recalls threatened to destroy the foundations of its image as a car manufacturer in terms of the quality and safety of vehicles. Toyota’s branding is focused strongly on features related to safety, quality, and reliability (Vincent, 2012: 78). The foundations of the “Toyota promise” of exceptional safety and quality were put into question by Toyota’s widespread recalls and the company risked losing all credibility (Ibid: 211). Second, Toyota’s response to the 2009-2010 crisis was not a “textbook” case of consistently effective crisis management. Toyota’s initial crisis management was characterized by its inability to identify and articulate the cause of the problems, which were coined in media coverage as “sudden unintended acceleration” (SUA) (Liker & Ogden, 2011). Toyota initially exhibited reticence to take action at the onset of the crisis, but was able to correct the situation once it was able to clarify the causes of the recalls and address criticism in the United States.

---

2 On August 28, 2009, a car accident sparked one of the biggest public relations crises ever experienced in the automotive industry. Mark Saylor, an off-duty Highway Safety Officer, was driving three of his family members in a rented Lexus when the car suddenly careened out of control on the highway, collided with another vehicle, and burst into flames. All four family members were killed instantly in the crash. (Liker & Ogden, 2011). In the moments before the vehicles collided, Mr. Saylor’s brother-in-law reported to authorities that the accelerator was trapped in a recorded 911 call (Ibid). This prompted a series of investigations and inquiries, as well as similar reports of accidents in the months that followed.
The 2009-2010 crisis is an example of Toyota’s shift from vague communication to responsiveness and transparency. The shift in Toyota’s crisis management approach makes it an important case study in understanding the relationship between public relations and media frames during a crisis. News coverage was not factual in the absence of a confirmed cause of SUA. For example, one media report included a staged demonstration on ABC News, where a Toyota vehicle was filmed surging out of control. This report was later discredited after further investigation efforts by Toyota revealed that the situation was intentionally staged by manipulating the electronics of the vehicle. While media criticism was still present in the years following the crisis, Toyota clarified the cause of the recalls in media coverage and regained its financial standing and image as the crisis subsided in 2011. This study examines fundamental features and shifts in public relations and media content to formulate a deeper understanding of how Toyota’s image was repaired during the crisis. It identifies and analyzes frames within Toyota’s press releases and news articles from the onset of the crisis (i.e. September 2009), until media coverage experienced a considerable decline\(^3\) (i.e. January 2011-January 2012).

**Research Problematic and Purpose**

Frames are highly influential mechanisms that play a central role in defining public opinion of a crisis situation. Through framing, public relations practitioners and journalists can contribute to the escalation and de-escalation of a crisis. Within the crisis

\(^3\) The decline was subjectively determined by the shift in the tone of news framing during this period, in addition to the comparatively low volume of news coverage observed in the data (i.e. four or less articles mentioning the Toyota recall were published each month from January 2011-January 2012, compared to three or more days a week, from January 2010-May 2010). This period was included in the analysis in order to gain a perspective of media framing as coverage of the crisis declined.
communication literature, numerous studies have examined the role of media framing during a crisis (e.g. Seon-Kyoung & Gower, 2009), as well as the ways in which corporate entities frame external communication during a crisis (e.g. Benoit, 1997). Framing analysis of news media can provide public relations professionals with useful insights into appropriate crisis response strategies to minimize the damage to organizational image (Seon-Kyoung & Gower, 2009). It is important that crisis managers present their “side of the story” to the media, as the frames present in reporting are the frames that most stakeholders will adopt (Coombs, 2007: 171). Furthermore, as the news media have the power to define a story through framing and impact the public’s interpretation of a story, they also have an implicit responsibility to be aware of framing practices. As such, framing research is essential to make both parties aware of their role in defining the crisis situation to the public. This can mitigate public relations response efforts, and make journalists aware of factors that may influence their framing of a crisis at a given time.

Despite the importance of both public relations and media activities in framing a crisis, foundational studies in corporate crisis communication (e.g. Benoit, 1997) conduct research from a primarily organizational perspective. Coombs (2007) notes that the predominance of organizational case studies in the crisis communication literature has resulted in a lack of knowledge about “how stakeholders react to crises or to the crisis response strategies used to manage crises” (163). While Coombs (Ibid) includes stakeholder perceptions of organizational responsibility in his analysis, Schultz and Raupp (2009) note that this does not account for shifts in framing beyond the initial phase of the crisis. Although crisis communication research (e.g. Coombs & Holladay, 2010)
identifies the importance of constant media monitoring throughout the crisis, the concept of crisis responsibility is determined at the onset of the crisis, and defined in static terms.

This study aims to contribute to addressing this gap in crisis communication research by providing an exploratory investigation of the strategies used by Toyota in its external communication activities in the context of media framing beyond the initial phase of the crisis. Frames within public relations and media content are qualitatively analyzed across the framing cycle (e.g. Miller & Riechart, 2001) and coded for key frames, as well as framing shifts that occurred over time. Based on the framing analysis, this study finally introduces strategic recommendations for issue management and crisis communication in a corporate image crisis.

Thesis Overview

This thesis investigates various framing models (e.g. Hallahan, 1999) and framing and reasoning devices (e.g., Entman, 1993; Gamson & Modigliani, 1989; Van Gorp, 2010) used in press releases and media coverage to understand the framing of Toyota’s image during the crisis from a broad perspective. It consists of the following chapters: introduction, literature review, research design and methodology, findings and discussion, and conclusion. First, the literature review draws on the philosophies of William James and Jürgen Habermas to orient the study’s focus on perception and strategic communication. William James’ (1981a; 1981b) thoughts on self-perception and reality anchor the interpretivist worldview of the thesis. James’ understanding of reality as a subjective, individual interpretation that is constructed through perceptions of actions and ideas is integral to the thesis’ theoretical and methodological focus on how content is
framed. Jürgen Habermas’ (1964) understanding of the public sphere provides the foundations for the theory of communicative action (1984), in which Habermas establishes the conditions for effective communication, as well as the conditions of strategic and communicative action. Language ultimately underlies Habermasian theory as an essential precursor to achieving understanding between individuals. Habermas’ ideas are foundational to the study’s central focus on the communicative aspects of crisis response, and in specifically understanding the characteristics of strategic communication from a public relations and media perspective.

The theoretical framework further addresses the ways in which messages are formulated and understood in society, as well as in the context of an organizational crisis. First, the thesis outlines Erving Goffman’s *Frame Analysis* (1974), which establishes framing as a lens that organizes social experiences and interactions. This work was foundational to methodological applications of framing in the field of communication and media studies, where Goffman’s (1974) theory is applied to the analysis of public relations and media content. The study also draws upon Hall and colleagues’ (1978) theory of primary and secondary definers in media content to understand how practices of source selection impacted media framing of the Toyota crisis. Finally, theories of impression management and crisis communication strategies to repair image (e.g., Benoit, 1997; Coombs, 2007) intersect to understand crisis communication in light of strategic public relations.

In Chapter 3, the research design and methodology, the framework established in Chapter 2 is linked to the explication of the themes and concepts that guide the analysis. This section conceptualizes relevant concepts, and details the qualitative research design,
research questions, and procedures of data collection and analysis. The features of framing analysis and their specific applications to the research are also detailed, including specification of coding and analysis procedures. This chapter presents the two research questions and two sub-questions of the study, and describes the sampling processes that were used to select press releases and news articles.

Chapter 4, the findings and discussion section, organizes the analysis by the research questions outlined in the methodology section. This section analyzes the findings of the research, and identifies the most noteworthy findings of the project. The findings and discussion are divided into the following three main sections: source selection, media framing, and public relations framing. This section applies the understanding of communication, impression management, and framing articulated in the literature review to analyze the findings of the study.

Chapter 5, the conclusion, outlines the study’s most important findings and describes their specific contribution to knowledge in the crisis communication field. Based on the findings and analysis section, Chapter 5 draws strategic recommendations from the findings to inform crisis communication activities. It also acknowledges the limitations and implications of the research. Finally, the conclusion suggests areas for further exploration in light of the findings of the study, and provides a summary of the entirety of the thesis.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

In order to examine and analyze communication strategies to repair corporate image during a crisis, it is important to draw upon the work of theorists relevant to these ideas. The theoretical framework of this study reflects the foundations of image and communication, as well as modern theories of self-presentation and framing. William James’ (1842-1910) pragmatism, in which there is no universal definition of reality, orients the study’s discussion of image. From this perspective, consciousness is constructed through individual experience; the way an event is presented, or framed, consequently impacts how it is interpreted. To understand the characteristics of effective communication in a crisis, this thesis also draws upon the philosophy of Jürgen Habermas. Habermas grounds his social theory in language, and establishes the importance of rational communication in the theories of the public sphere and communicative action.

The selected theoretical framework reflects the study’s focus on public relations and media content. Theories of self-presentation and impression management (e.g. Goffman, 1959) and media source selection (e.g. Hall et al., 1978) are discussed to examine impression management from the corporate perspective, as well as how these activities are reflected in media coverage of the organization during an image crisis. The theoretical foundations of impression management situate the discussion of modern crisis communication theories (e.g., Benoit, 1997; Coombs, 2007), which apply impression management and relevant crisis communication strategies in the public relations context. To orient the methodological approach, this study draws upon Erving Goffman’s (1974)
Frame Analysis, which interprets experience as mediated through frames, or the conditions through which events are presented. Communication theories of framing that expand upon Goffman’s (1974) theory are also discussed to guide a framing analysis of media and public relations content. The most relevant threads of knowledge from these intellectual contributions are drawn together in a comprehensive analysis of Toyota’s public relations strategies during the recall crisis.

Image and Communication: Theoretical Foundations

The literature review begins with a discussion of the pragmatic underpinnings of William James’ philosophy. As a scholar of psychology, James pays considerable attention to the ways in which the mind conceptualizes and constructs impressions of reality. James (1981a) explores the production of reality by focusing on the multiplicity of individual experiences, rather than on absolute truth. The Perception of Reality (Ibid) and the Consciousness of Self (James, 1981b) establish concepts fundamental to understanding how image is constructed, and the issues related to restoring image when it no longer aligns with a desired, or previously held impression. It is James’ understanding of perception that makes his theories so powerful and interesting, particularly when applied to the focus of this study. For James, perception and reality are shifting and relative concepts, where impressions are subject to change based on situational variables. James’ (Ibid) work expands this discussion to understand how the “self” is negotiated in different social environments, and how impressions are managed and perceived by external audiences.
Perception of Self and Reality: William James

William James’ thoughts on consciousness are a compelling example of the pluralism inherent in the pragmatic method (Putnam, 1997). James’ discussion of pragmatism stresses the importance of individual experience, rather than universal truth in constructing experience:

While I talk and the flies buzz, a sea-gull catches a fish at the mouth of the Amazon, a tree falls in the Adirondack wilderness, a man sneezes in Germany, a horse dies in Tartary, and twins are born in France. What does that mean? Does the contemporaneity of these events with one another and a million others as disjointed, form a rational bond between them, and unite them into anything that means for us a world?

(James, 1956: 119)

These simultaneously occurring, yet unrelated events reflect James’ central thesis, which is located in the fundamental duality of mind, subject, object, and the substantiality of consciousness (Putnam, 1997). Within this paradigm, the totality of images appears to the individual as a “chaos of fragmentary impressions”, where specific items are focused upon based on subjective criteria, ordering individual experience (Seigfried, 1978: 22). These events hold no actual significance as a collective body of experience. As they do not carry definitive validity, it follows that nothing can be effectively deduced from looking at all phenomena as a whole (Edie, 1987). Attention must therefore be ascribed to only certain aspects of consciousness and experience in order to make sense of an event or concept. James’ understanding of the orders of experience embraces a multivariate perspective of reality and experience, rather than attempting to reduce reality into a comprehensive and simplified system. The Perception of Reality (James, 1981a) rejects a universal understanding of image in favour of one that is subjectively determined by the
shifting experiences and perceptions that occur between individuals in a social environment.

Building upon this premise, James articulates that the spheres of reality are not accorded permanence to an equal degree, as an experience is more likely to be determined “real” if it is deemed particularly noteworthy by the individual perceiving it (James, 1981a: 929). Human activities and interactions create these “real” experiences, and are highly influential in determining what aspects of reality are selected for attention (Lamberth, 1999). If a certain event is considered more salient than other aspects of reality, it is accorded more prominence in the individual memory and resonates more strongly as part of reality (Ibid). In this sense, reality is not a static concept, as it is determined in relation to shifting events that are experienced by the individual (Brennan, 1968). By examining “the camera, and not what the camera is taking pictures of”, James sheds light on the complex conditions under which experience is created, rather than attempting to generalize and simplify what constitutes reality (Goffman, 1974: 2). The *Perception of Reality* (James, 1981a) examines the aspects of reality that are ascribed meaning by the individual, rather than aspiring to define reality itself, and as such, is highly relevant to understanding how public perceptions function to create actual meaning, and constitute the reality of a given impression.

Understanding the believability of self-presentations is central to presenting a coherent and legitimate image to others in a social situation. The *Consciousness of Self* (James, 1981b) influenced many early theorists (e.g. James Baldwin, Charles Cooley, and Herbert Mead), who later elaborated upon James’ views in their theories of the self and identity (Putnam, 1997). Modern sociological theory, such as Erving Goffman’s (1959)
theories of self-presentation and impression management, also draws upon the early understanding of the individual in social psychology to understand the self from a symbolic-interactionist perspective (Reynolds, 1993). For James (1981b), the self is complex in nature, and consists of two main components of consciousness: the empirical self and the pure ego (Pawelski, 2007). The empirical self comprises the material, social and spiritual selves4, while the pure ego is understood as the enduring impressions and ideas that are held by the self, which can be recognized as its “brand” (Ibid: 36). The “social self” is particularly relevant to understanding image, as this self identifies with the world through “the recognition which [an individual] gets from his mates” (James, 1981b: 281). These interpersonal relationships can solidify and alter previously established impressions of reputation and image. In contrast to the material self, which consists of the body, clothes, and other external elements of the individual, the social self is the reputation that an individual holds with their friends, colleagues, and others (Pawelski, 2007).

Based on a situational assessment of the “immediate and actual, and the remote and potential” (James, 1981b: 315) the individual negotiates social interactions through rivalling and mutually exclusive self-presentations:

I am often confronted by the necessity of standing by one of my empirical selves and relinquishing the rest. Not that I would not, if I could, be both handsome and fat and well dressed, and a great athlete, and make a million a year, be a wit, a bon-vivant, and a lady-killer, as well as a philosopher; a philanthropist, statesman, warrior, and African explorer, as well as a ‘tone-

---

4 The material self consists of the body, clothes, and other physical possessions. The social self is created through interactions with others. This identity is dependent on the context of the situation, as “[an individual] has as many different social selves as there are distinct groups of persons about whose opinion he cares. He generally shows a different side of himself to each of these different groups” (James, 1981b: 282). The spiritual self is the most intimate version of the self, which is comprised of moral sensibility, conscience, and will; as such, it refers to “man’s inner subjective being” (Ibid: 283).
poet’ and saint. But the thing is simply impossible. The millionaire's work would run counter to the saint's; the bon-vivant and the philanthropist would trip each other up; the philosopher and the lady-killer could not well keep house in the same tenement of clay. Such different characters may conceivably at the outset of life be alike possible to a man. But to make any one of them actual, the rest must more or less be suppressed.

(James, 1981b: 295)

As James notes, any self-relevant image can be expected to produce a set of consequences for an individual, meaning that strategies are employed to manage perceptions in public (Schlenker, 1980). Some images may be compatible, but others strain believability when considered together, depending on the situational context (Comello, 2009). Although images with high “expected” values (e.g. attractiveness) represent high individual ideals when considered alone, reality and prior reputation may impose constraints on what a particular individual can claim about himself (Schlenker, 1980). From this perspective, individuals negotiate behaviour and construct personal reality based on a variety of factors including the attractiveness of an image and expected social sanctions associated with a positive or negative self-image. James’ (1981b) multidimensional conceptualization of the self presents important implications for strategic communication; understanding how to reconcile conflicts between identities can help to clarify and enhance a message. (Ibid).

William James (1981a; 1981b) provides a rich framework for understanding how image is perceived, constructed, and managed by actors. The *Perception of Reality* (James, 1981a) examines the origins of perception, and discusses the relationship between impressions and reality. As such, it is applicable to a discussion of the relationship between framing and negotiations of reality. James’ pluralistic understanding of perception (Ibid) also raises the question of whether truly mutual understanding is
possible under the subjective conditions of perception and reality, as it encounters the paradox of how a concept can be experienced, or understood in the same way by two individuals (Lamberth, 1999). The following section addresses this consideration through a discussion of Jürgen Habermas’ theories of the public sphere (1964) and communicative action (1984), which infer various conditions for creating mutual understanding through the act of communication. Several functions of discourse are examined as a means to bridge divergent perspectives and facilitate understanding between individuals.

**Public Sphere and Communicative Action: Jürgen Habermas**

Jürgen Habermas (1929-present) is a prominent critical philosopher and sociologist of the Frankfurt school of German critical theory. Habermas’ theories of the public sphere (1964) and communicative action (1984) present a particularly interesting framework from which to consider perceptions of public relations crisis communication strategies within a study focused on both public relations and media content. The public sphere allows for an examination of strategic public relations activities to repair corporate image in media content. Public relations and journalism ultimately have differing strategic motivations; while public relations activities are oriented to further corporate interests, journalists are expected to report content that is factual and unbiased (Eid, 2008). The following section discusses communicative and strategic action (Habermas, 1984) to provide a multidimensional view of the way in which dialogue and mutual understanding are constructed and facilitated between public relations and media in the public sphere.
Based upon the principles and conditions implicit in consensus and understanding, the *Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere* (Habermas, 1964) defines the public sphere as a space of mediation between the public and the state in which “something approaching public opinion can be formed” (49). As such, all citizens are granted equal opportunity to debate and address issues in the public sphere. This view of public opinion replaces the notions of “mere opinion”, or arbitrary views, referring more positively to the views held by individuals engaging in rational-critical debate (Calhoun, 1992: 17). Habermas situates his theory of communication in the ideals of consensus and rationality. The public sphere of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries is characterized by rational critical argument, where arguments are judged based on content, rather than the speaker’s position in society (Ibid). Habermas (1989) describes the transformation of the ideals that grew out of the bourgeois cultural institutions in eighteenth century Europe, and their later demise at the hands of the capitalist system.

Newspapers, magazines, radio, and television are described as the media of the public sphere, although the influx of private interests later transformed the “journalism of conviction to one of commerce” in the 1890’s (Habermas, 1964: 53). Habermas specifically links the destruction of the public sphere to the blurring of the boundaries between the public and private spheres of society (Ibid). The state and private society became interlocked, resulting in private organizations gaining public power, and the state gaining access to the private realm (Calhoun, 1992). As a related phenomenon, the focus of public discourse shifted from one of objective, general interest to one of negotiated compromise among competing interests. This resulted in the replacement of rational-critical debate by negotiation and individualistic consumption (Ibid).
Habermas’ concept of the public sphere not only characterizes members of the public sphere, who exchange in free and equal debate, but also the ways in which interactions should occur between members of society and major institutions (Maier, 2005). The very concept of public relations is incompatible with the public sphere for Habermas, as public relations involve goal-oriented and strategic interactions with publics. Rather than construct discourse on a case-by-case basis through mediation in the public sphere, public relations “simply serves the arcane policies of special interests” (Habermas, 1964: 55). However, Hauser’s (1999) reformulation of the Habermasian public sphere suggests that discourse within the public sphere may be more complex than Habermas initially conceived. Since vernacular discourse is naturally occurring, public conversations are naturally occurring as well (Hauser, 1999). This implies that public discourse, and therefore the public sphere is not “dead”, but rather that “communicators are not listening” (Maier, 2005: 223). From this perspective, public relations activities may not be inherently detrimental to discourse within the public sphere. For Maier (Ibid), adaptive crisis communication strategies can contribute to the public sphere by incorporating public opinion into crisis decision-making. For this reason, Maier advocates prioritizing and understanding the needs and interests of an organization’s key publics, rather than focusing solely on controlling discourse. As contributors to public discourse, public relations have the opportunity to engage with issues within the public sphere, and decide whether they will develop or destroy communication within it (Ihlen & van Ruler, 2007).

For Habermas (1984), the ideal function of communication is to establish democratic order in society by creating conditions of mutual understanding. Habermas
does not deny that much of communication is context-specific, but he maintains through
the theory of universal pragmatics that there are universal features central to all acts of
communication (Burleson & Kline, 1979). From this, Habermas asserts a correspondence
theory of truth, in which truth can be only redeemed through discourse (Edgar, 2006).
The Theory of Communicative Action (Habermas, 1984) presupposes that all
communication is implicitly social and rational in nature. As such, it presents a means of
facilitating understanding between members of an organization and its publics, which is a
vital step in avoiding the escalation of conflict (Burkart, 2007). Habermas distinguishes
between strategic and communicative action in social situations, drawing on speech-act
theory and the concept of rationality:

I define communicative action, inter alia, by stating that action
coordination must satisfy the condition of an agreement reached
communicatively, without reservation. The requirement that illocutionary
aims be pursued “without reservation” is intended precisely to exclude
cases of latently strategic action. In strategic action, linguistic processes of
reaching understanding are (generally) not used as a mechanism of action
coordination. Here, we can no longer explain the coordination of different
plans of action through reference to conditions for a communicatively
achieved agreement that culminates in the inter-subjective recognition of
criticizable validity claims; instead, we may appeal only to the conditions
for the reciprocal influence that opponents, acting in a purposive rational
way and oriented respectively toward their own success, attempt to exert
upon one another.

(Habermas, 1998: 203)

The structure of language in communicative action superimposes understanding of the
structure of action and collective actors in the situation, rather than the strategic actor in
question. Implicit in Habermas’ distinction between communicative and strategic action
is the requirement that each individual involved in the communicative situation is equally
able to propose, question and debate propositions without using manipulation to achieve
consensus (Salter, 2005). However, in some cases, individuals may suspend the validity of claims essential for communicative action through strategies of “impression management, of self-presentation oriented to reaching understanding” (Habermas, 1998: 205). In this sense, there are limits to communicative action when applied to sociological theory, as language is contextually dependent.

While journalists are generally perceived to employ a communicative model in communicating unbiased information to the public, public relations follows the logic of strategic action to further the interests of the organization (White, 2012). Most criticism of the demise of the public sphere has focused on public relations, but “few, if any, media sociologists integrate literature or concepts from public relations theory into their accounts” (L’Étang, 2007: 122). While Habermas concurs that this responsibility has not been fulfilled in contemporary journalism, in principle, journalists have a responsibility to report news in a fair, truthful and accurate way (Kitross, cited in Eid, 2008). In this regard, journalists operate under different motivations than public relations practitioners, who are expected to abide by ethical principles, but are not expected to deliver unbiased content. Despite this apparent dichotomy, both communicative and strategic models of action “attribute to the actors a capacity for setting goals and for goal-directed action, as well as an interest in executing their own plans of action” (Habermas, 1998: 203). These models differ primarily in the nature of these goals, as a communicative action program orients goals based on the emerging needs of each actor in the discourse, while strategic goals are motivated by the success of an individual actor. Public relations activities can be oriented towards abstract principles or practices in communicative action, although
attempts (e.g. Leeper, 1996) to adopt Habermasian ethics directly onto the reality of public relations have been deemed idealistic at best (Burkart, 2007).

Jürgen Habermas’ theories of the public sphere and communicative action are essential to a consideration of communication between an organization and its publics during a crisis. The public sphere is relevant to understanding the function of public relations in conveying information and modifying communication or strategic goals in response to public opinion. Communicative action (Habermas, 1984) further explicates how discourse in the public sphere is formulated, and under what conditions. While public relations activities are strategically motivated, the underlying principles behind the Habermasian theories of public sphere and communicative action can be applied to an analysis of organizational crisis communication strategies to repair corporate image in the media.

**Impression Management: Erving Goffman**

The following section of the literature review discusses the theoretical underpinnings of self-presentation and impression management and addresses relevant, modern applications to the organizational setting. Impression management was originally conceptualized through a sociological lens (e.g. Goffman, 1959) to signify the communication strategies employed by individuals to convey and manage a desired image or impression. Goffman’s (1959) sociology is fundamental to understanding both social interaction, and the study of relationships with an organization’s internal and external publics (Johannson, 2007). Although Goffman is primarily interested in the structure of face-to-face and daily interactions, his theories have macroscopic
implications, particularly when applied to greater relationships in society (Smith, 2006). For example, modern researchers of organizational communication (e.g. Allen & Caillouet, 1994) have applied impression management to the organizational setting.

The *Presentation of Self in Everyday Life* (Goffman, 1959) provides a dramaturgical metaphor for performances, or social presentations of the self. A performance is defined as a “kind of image” resulting from the activities employed by an actor over the course of a social interaction (Ibid: 252). Goffman examines these face-to-face interactions by employing the concepts of Face, Front stage, and Back stage. In self-presentation, individuals construct an image of themselves, or Face, to claim personal identity, and present themselves in a manner that is consistent with that image (Goffman, 1959). As a major principle of Goffman’s (1959) theory, competent actors are primarily motivated by a desire to be perceived favourably by others. This desire is manifested in the construction of Face, and motivates actions to repair it when it is threatened. Face is constantly negotiated between the actor and audience through impression management tactics, which are either accepted or rejected by the audience. This performance is part of the Front stage, or public self, although private elements of the Back stage could unintentionally undermine this performance.

Goffman notes that the expressiveness of an individual involves two radically different types of sign activity, which includes both “the expression that he gives, and the expression that he gives off” (1959: 2). These concepts bear close similarity to definitions of *projected image* and *perceived image* in organizational communication (e.g. Foreman, Whetten & Mackey, 2012). *Projected image* refers to how organizational members want the organization to be externally perceived, and *perceived image* refers to the audience’s
actual perceptions, rather than the actor’s intended impression (Ibid). The expressions “given” and “given off” by individuals in a social interaction are also linked to identity, as “a performer may be taken in by his own act, convinced at the moment that the impression of reality which he fosters is the one and only reality…in such cases, he comes to be performer and observer of the same show” (Goffman, 1959: 80). There are also instances where individuals engaged in the process of impression management can become consumed by their own actions and internalize the performance as part of their identity (Ibid).

External impressions of the actor contribute to the creation and maintenance of an image, as the actor’s performance and the audience’s resulting impression of the actor are mutually dependent. As such, perception plays a central and essential role in the process of self-presentation. The performer can attempt to define a situation, but reality is regulated entirely by the audience, who must accept the performer’s definition of the situation as believable for it to be successful (Goffman, 1959). For Goffman (Ibid), the audience may take different positions towards the impression that is communicated by the actor, regardless of the desired impression; the impression can be perceived as sincere, or rejected as false. If the audience does not believe in the impression, a different impression will be created, which may run counter to the actor’s desired image. However, impressions are subject to change, and can move from sincere to cynical, and vice-versa depending on impression management efforts and other situational variables (Johansson, 2007).
Goffman’s (1959) theories of Face and impression management\(^5\) underlie the framework of studies of corporate image repair in a crisis (e.g., Benoit, 1997; Coombs, 2007). Although focused on interpersonal interaction, these theories transition naturally to the concepts of image and identity in the organizational context (Johannson, 2007). Both corporate and individual actors are dependent on their image and reputation, and manage them through strategies of impression management (Kazoleas & Teigen, 2006). Like individuals, organizations engage in performances in various settings before audiences in order to present and maintain a desired image, or Face (Allen & Caillouet, 1994). These strategies are similarly oriented in the goal of influencing image and reputation so they align with the corporate identity (Gilpin, 2010).

**Primary and Secondary Definers: Stuart Hall**

An investigation of media content should “aim to capture the strategies of negotiation between journalists and their sources” (Stevenson, 2002: 36), as the relationship between journalists and their sources is central to understanding the role of the news media in the public sphere (Fenton, 2010). *Policing the Crisis* (Hall, Critcher, Jefferson et al., 1978) draws attention to the routine structures of news production, and examines how the media come to “reproduce the definitions of the powerful” (Ibid: 57). While *Policing the Crisis* focuses mainly on the portrayal of crime and moral deviance in the media, this work has relevant applications to issues such as source selection in media content, which it describes as a “key terrain where ‘consent’ is won or lost” and as “a field of ideological

\(^5\) While some scholars use the terms impression management and self-presentation interchangeably, Schlenker (1980) distinguishes these concepts, defining impression management as the “attempt to control images that are projected in self-relevant or imagined social interactions” and self-presentation as an individual’s efforts to manage impressions of himself, rather than an external entity (6).
struggle” (Hall et al., 1978: 220).

For Hall and colleagues (1978), the primary sources cited in news articles condition the patterns of the news selection process, which subsequently constructs news frames (Berry & Kamau, 2013). Primary definers are understood as dominant groups that are able to “cue the media in to a particular event” (Stevenson, 2002: 35). For example, Welch, Fenwick and Roberts (1998) conceptualize primary definers in media coverage as the experts cited in news articles to understand patterns in the content of quoted statements by different groups of experts on crime. In turn, the media act as secondary definers by selecting and interpreting information from the primary definers of the event (Stevenson, 2002). As secondary definers, the media further the credibility of “expert” sources by reproducing their definitions and interpretations of events (Hall et al., 1978).

The concept of primary and secondary definers rests on the assumption of the encoding/decoding model, where language is encoded, or given meaning, by those with the “means of meaning production” (Ibid: 68). The message is then decoded, or ascribed meaning, by an audience (Ibid).

The media do not simply report events that are “naturally” newsworthy; news is the end of a complex process that begins with the selection of events and topics according to a pre-established set of categories (Hall et al., cited in L’Étang, 2007: 53). These categories are based on news values, which are determined by the reporter’s sense of what constitutes an item that will be of interest to the reader. A news value is a functional term for news priorities and what counts as news (Galtung & Ruge, 1965). Events become news to the extent that they satisfy the conditions of impact⁶, and the pragmatics

---

⁶ These include: threshold, frequency, negativity, unexpectedness, and unambiguity, in addition to audience identification (e.g., personalization, meaningfulness, and reference to elite nations).
of media coverage (e.g., consonance, continuity, and composition). (Ibid). News values have been the focus of research to ascertain key features of media coverage, such as “immediacy, scale and impact, unexpectedness, predictability, and human interest” (Ibid: 124). Newsroom decisions on the inclusion and exclusion of material and what should be emphasized in selected content are based on these criteria. The extraordinary or emotional elements of a story can be emphasized through selection, positioning, and its construction in order to increase its newsworthiness.

Sources play an integral role in the production of news and are intrinsically linked to the news values and news frames that structure the final news article (Berry & Kamau, 2013). For Hall and colleagues (1978), source selection is determined based on their perceived credibility by the journalist or news organization. Credibility is defined by a source’s position in society, which is why official sources (e.g., scientific experts and other official sources, such as politicians) are granted privileged access to news space and become “primary definers” of the issues in question (Ibid). Other researchers (e.g. Davis, cited in Barry & Kamau, 2013) describe how competing sources have learned to operate within a mediated environment and make use of agenda setting tools (e.g. public relations managers) so they are capable of changing the role of traditional primary definers.

Schlesinger and Tumbler (2000) criticize Hall and colleagues (1978) for the polarization of primary and secondary definers, which discounts the possibility of frame negotiation (Gamson, 1984) within the news article, as well as the impact of external factors. For Schlesinger and Tumbler (2000), the concept of primary definition is not a resolved matter, as factors such as the massive investments in public relations by state agencies present implications about source competition and the workings of the public
sphere. Although it is important to understand the factors behind decision-making about source selection, Berry and Kamau (2013) contest that source selection plays a crucial role in determining the framing of news content, regardless of the complexities over who is manipulating whom. Journalists essentially act as intermediaries between source and reader, relaying a message that might be “ideologically inflected” by the source but only implicitly defined by the journalist’s placement of the citation within the article (Ibid: 86).

As the media define what significant events are taking place and offer “powerful interpretations” of how to understand these events, they have a responsibility to report balanced content (Hall et al., 1978: 56-7). Whenever possible, media statements should be grounded in objective and authoritative statements from accredited sources (Ibid). These accredited sources include those with institutional power and position, organized interest groups as well as the expert or authority on the issue. Moreover, source selection plays a strong role in determining the tone of a news article:

The media thus tend, faithfully and impartially, to reproduce symbolically the existing structure of power in society’s institutional order this is what Becker has called the ‘hierarchy of credibility’—the likelihood that those in powerful or high status positions in society who offer opinions about controversial topics will have their definitions accepted, because such spokesmen are understood to have access to more accurate or more specialized information on particular topics than the majority of the population.

(Hall et al., 1978: 58)

Due to this structural preference for opinions of the powerful, prominent spokespersons become primary definers of topics. Primary definers of topics have a degree of influence over how a concept is defined in an article, and thus can impact how the reader interprets a news story. Journalistic balance and framing can be affected even when different
sources are included in an article, as the primary definition sets the limit for all subsequent discussion by framing, or defining the problem (Ibid).

The elements of a message that are emphasized through source selection are fundamental to understanding how the perspectives of various sources contribute to media framing (Hall et al., 1978). The primary and secondary definers that structure news stories are relevant to a discussion of how source selection in reporting impacts organizational image, as well how these sources contribute to framing during a crisis. Establishing authority over media framing is an important concern for organizations, particularly in an environment of negative media framing and intense scrutiny. Certain sources (e.g. industry experts) can saturate media coverage with “information or disinformation” solely because they are considered official and credible (Welch et. al, 1998: 235). Understanding the nature of the content that appears in quotations from various sources in news articles is an indicator of their overall perceived credibility on a given issue. While other structural factors such as corporate or political power also influence media content, research on source selection remains an important aspect when understanding the way that organizational image is structured and framed within news articles.

**Image and Crisis Communication**

The essential role of corporate crisis communication is to affect the public opinion process by establishing and communicating proof that the prevailing “truth” is not factual, or only partly factual (Fearn-Banks, 2007). Image repair remains the dominant

---

7 While the conceptual and methodological framework of this study draws upon Benoit’s (1997) theory of
paradigm for crisis communication research (e.g., Allen & Caillouet, 1994; Benoit, 1995, 1997; Burns & Bruner, 2000; Coombs, 2007). Erikson, Weber and Segovia (2011) link “perceived or actual wrongdoing” as a precursor to organizational image repair strategies to reduce negative images (211). One of the primary objectives of crisis management is to retain or repair the image of the organization, which exists primarily through these perceptions (Pearson & Mitroff, 1993; Sturges, 1994). Elements from image repair theory (Benoit, 1997) and situational crisis communication theory (Coombs, 2007) are used in this study to identify and categorize image repair strategies through framing analysis.

**Situational Crisis Communication**

In a crisis, organizational reputation can be severely threatened by stakeholder perceptions. Timothy Coombs’ (2007) Situational Crisis Communication Theory (SCCT) provides a theoretical framework for understanding how crisis communication strategies can be used to repair reputational damage incurred during various reputational crises, including those brought on by a product recall. According to SCCT, crisis managers must address the degree of reputational threat (i.e. determined by perceptions of the organization’s initial responsibility for the crisis, the crisis history, and prior reputation) posed by the crisis in order to formulate an effective response. Coombs (2007) applies

---

“image restoration”, the term “repair” is used to refer to Toyota’s efforts to protect their image, rather than “restore”. Burns and Bruner (2000) raise important methodological considerations for public relations researchers drawing upon Benoit’s (1995) theory. The first problematic identified is the term “restoration”, as “a corporation's image is not unitary nor homogeneous” (Ibid: 29). From this perspective, it is possible that an organization in crisis will not return its image exactly to its pre-crisis state, and therefore its prior image will not be “restored”. Benoit (2000) later acknowledged that he preferred the term image “repair” rather than image “restoration”, as the theory does not purport to claim that image can be restored to its prior state.
framing theory to SCCT, where crisis types are understood as frames. This allows for a focus on how the crisis is presented, and how this affects cognitive schemas of the event (Ibid). SCCT also draws upon attribution theory, under the premise that individuals attribute responsibility for negative and unexpected events, and stakeholders design their behaviour in accordance with these perceptions.

SCCT identifies crisis types into three clusters: victim crises, accidental crises, and preventable (or intentional) crises. Coombs (2007) outlines the following crisis scenarios: *technical error accidents*, where an industrial accident is caused by an equipment or technological failure; *human error accidents*, where an industrial accident is caused by a human mistake; *technical error product recalls*, where a product is recalled because of equipment or technology recall; and *human error product recalls*, where a product is recalled due to a human mistake. Coombs (Ibid) recommends accommodative strategies when the organization has strong personal control over the crisis, and defensive strategies when the organization has little control. As more responsibility is attributed to the organization, reputational threat increases, although organizations with previously high reputational standing can use this to their advantage (Ibid). Refining the understanding of the crisis situation and how it can be understood is an ongoing concern of SCCT (Coombs & Holladay, 2002). There are multiple variables that affect the way that reputational defense and image repair are framed by corporations and the media, as well as external factors that may influence public perceptions. A human error crisis requires crisis response strategies that demonstrate more concern for the victim than a technical error crisis, such as compensation for the victim or full apology, while a technical crisis can use excuses, such as delay intention or control of the crisis.
event. Individuals view organizations as more responsible for human error crises than technical error crises (Coombs, 2007). Coombs and Holladay (2002) also address the importance of prior organizational reputation, stating that organizations with higher reputation will employ situational crisis communication strategies with greater success than organizations that do not have a positive reputation prior to the crisis. Other issues can also affect organizational response to a crisis, such as level of crisis responsibility and crisis type, and should be considered when image repair strategies are being determined (Coombs, 1998).

**Communication Strategies to Repair an Image**

Benoit’s (1997) theory of image repair is grounded in two main assumptions. First, communication is a goal-oriented activity. Second, maintaining a favourable image is a fundamental goal of communication. In situations where face, image, or reputation is threatened, individuals will take measures to repair their damaged reputation. Strategies employed to repair image are understood as goals or “effect[s] sought by discourse” (Ibid: 80). For Benoit, public perceptions are considered more important than the organization’s understanding of the situation. In the event that an organization is held responsible for an action and it is considered offensive, Benoit explains that an organization can respond with various defensive strategies aimed towards repairing their image. Communication researchers commonly draw upon Benoit (1997) to analyze strategic responses to crisis (Erikson, Weber & Segovia, 2011).

Image repair theory (Benoit, 1997) indicates five categories and fourteen total options for responding to an image crisis. Denial argues that the act did not occur, or that
the accused did not commit it. Evasion of responsibility focuses on rejecting or underplaying the responsibility of the accused for an act, and includes four variants (e.g., scapegoating, defeasibility, making an excuse based on accidents, and suggesting justification based on motives or action). Reducing offensiveness involves attempts to reduce the negative feeling experienced by the audience, and has six variants (e.g., bolstering, minimization, differentiation, transcendence, attacking one’s accuser, and compensation). Corrective action involves the accused’s offer to take action to resolve the problem. This strategy can be extremely important to correct or prevent recurrence of the problem, especially if responsibility is admitted; for stakeholders and the other publics, it can be reassuring to know that action has been taken to repair the damage. The difference between corrective action and compensation, a variant of reducing offensiveness, is that corrective action is characterized by an offer to rectify the situation itself, rather than appease an injured party. Finally, mortification involves acknowledging the commission of an offensive act to reduce its negative impact.

Although image repair theory is highly descriptive and based on “retrospective sense making” through various case studies, it is also criticized as “short on predictive value and causal inferences” due to its reactive, rather than proactive characteristics (Coombs & Schmidt, 2000: 163). Benoit (1997) provides a means to evaluate the success of a particular strategy, but does so solely by analyzing outgoing corporate messages, rather than how publics reacted to these strategies. Burns and Bruner (2000) caution against the causation implicit in Benoit’s theory, as “newspaper coverage of an issue can decline for many reasons . . . Benoit’s claim that image repair was the sole variable causing reduced decline is therefore questionable” (35). To mitigate this problem,
Coombs and Schmidt (2000) suggest two options for making research more prescriptive so that crisis managers have clearer guidelines for responding to a crisis. The first option is to execute a series of similar case studies, in order to find patterns that would indicate the effect of specific strategies in a certain type of crisis. The second is to empirically examine the effect of various strategies that are employed through a crisis case, using Benoit’s (1997) descriptive typologies.

Criticism of image repair and SCCT in the literature relates to the effectiveness of using strategic, rather than communicative action in situations where the public already perceives the organization negatively. Studies (e.g., Erikson, Weber & Segovia, 2011; Gower, 2006; Marcus & Goodman, 1991; Taylor & Kent, 2006) evaluate the effectiveness of different crisis communication strategies, particularly those of Benoit (1997) and Coombs (2007). In general, the concept of repairing an image using evasive strategies is criticized, as this “can be effective, [but can also] come across as insincere and even deceptive, particularly when the organization is obviously in the wrong” (Ulmer et al., 2014: 58). When organizations use communication strategies other than corrective action, this may indicate to the public that management is not taking full responsibility for the crisis, and not taking action to minimize its impact (Erikson, Weber & Segovia, 2011). While stakeholders are more likely to react more positively when accommodative strategies are used, Gower (2006) notes that bearing responsibility for the crisis may make the organization vulnerable to legal action. As an alternative, corrective action and bolstering strategies (Benoit, 1997) can be used as they present less of a legal risk than strategies of directly accepting responsibility (Ibid). Showing compassion is not equivalent to accepting responsibility for an event or situation, but it can be used to show
concern when the organization cannot be held publicly compassion responsible for their actions, for legal reasons or general uncertainty.

**Frame Analysis**

The concept of framing has a long and multidisciplinary history, and is largely credited to Walter Lippman in communication, Gregory Bateson in psychology and Erving Goffman in sociology (Hallahan, 1999). Bateson identifies framing as “a spatial and temporal bounding of a set of interactive messages” (1972: 191). For Bateson, the participants’ understanding of the interaction they are engaged in (e.g., social norms and roles) operates as a form of *metacommunication*, which guides the process of communication. Goffman later expanded upon Bateson’s definition from a sociological perspective in *Frame Analysis* (1974), where he investigates the ways in which individuals organize and make sense of their daily experiences and engage in social interaction.

Goffman situates framing theory by thematically questioning the circumstances under which reality is perceived. Drawing upon William James’ (1981a) subdivision of reality into “sub-universes” and Alfred Schütz’s (1945) multiple realities, Goffman premises his discussion with a socially constructed view of reality. Goffman argues that the concept of reality is not constant; it exists through multiple states that guide the individual’s perception of reality, and is subjectively determined based on perspective. Frames guide the individual’s understanding of events, and in turn, the individual reinforces and legitimizes existing frames. Goffman isolates the concept of framing as a specific “schemata of interpretation” that allows individuals to interpret and define a situation through various processes (1974: 21). The frames with which individuals
organize their experiences are cognitive and grounded in “strips”, or sections of a stream of ongoing activity.

For Goffman, “frames imply a correspondence or isomorphism between the individual’s perception and the organization of the strip that is perceived” (Smith, 2006: 56). Definitions of a given situation are anchored into broad primary frameworks that are not dependent on antecedent interpretations or schemas. The primary framework anchors meaning and “provides a way of describing the event to which it is applied” (Goffman, 1974: 24). Primary frameworks are divided into “natural” and “social” frames and constitute the way that individuals respond to a given situation. Natural frames are beyond the individual’s control, while social frames are constructed by the society in which they function. Just as human interactions are inconstant, Goffman (1974) claims that frames shift constantly throughout any given interaction. In any given situation, multiple framings of the same event will occur; Goffman defines these frames as the relative conditions through which individuals perceive and comprehend events (Smith, 2006). Goffman outlines keying, anchoring and fabrication frames in his analysis to discuss how different types of frames can affect the individual’s perceptions of a concept or occurrence. The most important framing processes include keying, the transformation of a pre-established primary framework into something else; anchoring, the primary framework within which ideas are rooted; and fabrication, the efforts of individuals to manage activities so that impressions are maintained. In fabrication, reality consists of the understanding of what is going on (Goffman, 1974).

Frame Analysis (Goffman, 1974) provides the foundation for prominent contemporary theories of framing in communication studies (e.g., Entman, 1993; Gamson
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Media Framing

Media frames capture the richness and complexity of media discourse, providing a sense of the general idea of a body of text, as well as elements of controversy within it (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989). Entman treats media framing as a deliberate process, where the most essential components are frame selection and salience in defining an issue:

To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item described. Frames, then, define problems—determine what a causal agent is doing and costs and benefits, usually measured in terms of cultural values; diagnose causes—identify the forces creating the problem; make moral judgments—valuate
causal agents and their effects; and suggest remedies—offer and justify treatments for the problem and predict their likely effects.

(Entman, 1993: 52)

These processes of inclusion, exclusion, and emphasis play a role in focusing attention on specific aspects of narratives of a given issue or event (Hallahan, 1999). As disseminators of news content, Hallahan further argues that the media have a central role in shaping public perception, as the news selection process essentially “frames the story” and “tells people how to interpret it, as it limits or defines the message’s meaning by shaping the inference that individuals make about the message” (Ibid: 207). The way an issue or event is framed in the media can also have implications on how the story is perceived. As such, frames within media content can be conceived as both a cognitive device used to encode, interpret, and retrieve meaning, as well as reflective of journalistic routines. Framing is a means of both constructing news discourse, or as a characteristic of the discourse itself (Pan & Kosicki, cited in D’Angelo, 2002). In this sense, framing analysis differs from other methodology forms of media analysis, as it studies the organized symbolic elements of news texts to understand how meaning is constructed. Part of the significance of framing analysis is that it can identify the elements that structure meaning for audience members (Ibid).

For journalists, frames are also a means to quickly identify and classify information into a comprehensive package for audiences (Gitlin, 1980). News stories contain a central organizing frame, or theme (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989) that links different semantic elements of a story (e.g. background information, description of an event or actor, quotations from sources) together into a coherent narrative (Pan & Kosicki, cited in D’Angelo, 2002). This frame is represented as a media package, which
gives meaning to a particular issue (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989). Media frames typically embody a range of positions, and can be captured through numerous devices (Ibid). Gamson and Modigliani examine specific categories within texts rather than examining the body of text as a whole. Framing devices are manifest elements that serve as indicators of the frame. Gamson and Modigliani (1989) identify five framing devices (i.e., metaphors, historical examples, catchphrases, depictions, and visual images), although other devices can be taken into account, such as:

themes and subthemes, types of actors, actions and settings, lines of reasoning and causal connections, contrasts, lexical choices, sources, quantifications and statistics, charts and graphs, appeals (emotional, logical, and ethical), all of which contribute to the narrative and rhetorical structure of a text.

(Van Gorp, 2010: 91)

These criteria for frame selection can be observed not only in the body of a news article, but also in specific features such as article headlines, subheads, photos, photo captions, source selection, quotation selection, “pull” quotes, logos, and statistics and charts (Tankard, 2001).

D’Angelo (2002) acknowledges the “scattered conceptualization” of framing, given the diversity of these framing devices (881). However, he encourages framing researchers to “use all available unitizing techniques found in content analysis and discourse analysis to defend the existence of different framing devices and provide the

---

8 While Gamson and Modigliani (1989) do not explicitly mention scare quotes within the list of frames approach, Deacon and colleagues (2007) further indicate the presence or absence of scare quotes as an important aspect of framing analysis, as “the presence or absence of these markers helps the work of rebuttal at key junctures in the news narrative” (178). Scare quotes are commonly used devices in media reporting, and are intended to demonstrate that the journalist is not in agreement with the opinion of the speaker, or veracity of the statement that is quoted (Deacon et. al, 2007). They typically appear as inverted quotation marks to delineate a particular lexical item in a sentence at a key juncture. They can cast doubt on the veracity of a statement by highlighting even a simple word (e.g. “because”) in a headline or news article (Ibid).
means to detect frames in news” (Ibid). Reasoning devices (e.g. Entman, 1993) refer to the causal reasoning associated with the receiver’s interpretation of a frame. These causal inferences include problem definitions, diagnosis of causes, moral evaluations, and suggested remedies. Framing and reasoning devices provide a means to evaluate the overall framing package in instances where the perspectives of competing sources are cited.

The framing cycle (Miller & Riechart, 2001) evolves in phases determined by the nature of the efforts made by stakeholders, and their resulting effects. Because issues are not directly related to news values, issues often remain dormant until they impact the public agenda (Ibid). During the emergence phase, issues gain visibility and journalists rely on spokespersons as sources of information and comments. After an event propels an issue onto the public agenda, stakeholders begin to establish a specific point of view to frame the issue in the definition phase. The definition phase is characterized by framing negotiation between an organization and its stakeholders. In the resonance phase, the frames of a stakeholder group become ascendant when they resonate with the values of the public. The resolution phase marks the final stage of the framing cycle, where one frame dominates debate, and decision-makers set policy to conform to it. The framing news cycle provides a lens through which to examine frame negotiation between media and public relations during a crisis. While this theory applies mainly to competing sources within media coverage, Miller and Riechart note, “additional propositions could be tested on such important phenomena as the impact of various public relations strategies on placement of frames in news” (2001: 120). As such, this study applies the

---

9 For example, a news article containing a detailed, emotional narrative from a driver and a one-sentence comment from Toyota would be weighted from the driver’s perspective during the coding process.
principles of the framing cycle to understand the media’s role as a stakeholder in the framing negotiation process between public relations and the media. The following section discusses the application of strategic framing negotiation from a public relations perspective.

**Public Relations Framing**

Framing plays an integral role in public relations practice (Hallahan, 1999). As public relations activities are focused on establishing and maintaining mutually beneficial relations with the public, establishing “common frames of reference about topics or issues of mutual concern is a necessary condition for effective relations” (Ibid: 207). Fairhurst and Sarr (1996) identify the potential of framing in public relations to “manage meaning” or influence others (3).

Similar to reasoning devices in news framing, public relations framing consists of framing models that provide structure to the frame. Hallahan (1999) outlines seven models of framing applicable to public relations. The most relevant models to this study include framing of attributes, issues, and responsibility, as well as news framing (i.e. media framing). In framing of attributes, characteristics of objects and/or individuals are either accentuated or ignored through semantic framing (e.g. product claims or attributes in advertising). Framing of issues is used at all phases of a crisis, including issue management and to contain their development over the life cycle of a crisis or controversy (Ibid). The ultimate objective in this frame is to control the prominence of an

---

10 The seven models of framing include: situations, attributes, choices, actions, issues, responsibility, and news (Hallahan, 1999). Framing of attributes, issues, and responsibility were only selected for analysis due to the study’s limited scope, as well as their applicability to the research questions.
issue in media reporting, and how it is framed in relation to the public interest. In framing of responsibility, individuals attribute causes of events to either internal or external factors. Efforts to attribute responsibility for issues are employed through either acceptance or denial, depending on the controversy of the issue (Hallahan, 1999). Finally, news framing reflects how stories are portrayed in the media. In proposing a story, public relations professionals engage in processes of preferred framing, and communicate with the media through frame negotiations (Gamson, 1984).

As framing of issues and responsibility are linked with issue management and crisis communication (Hallahan, 1999), typologies of image repair during a crisis (Benoit, 1997) helped to identify these frame models. Framing of issues is intended to control the prominence of an issue in the media through attempts to define the way people think about an issue. Likewise, reducing offensiveness is used to diminish the organization’s role in creating or exacerbating the problem, and includes the following six variants: bolstering, minimization, differentiation, transcendence, attacking one’s accuser, and compensation. Framing of responsibility refers to the acceptance or denial of responsibility for an event. This consists of either gaining recognition for good works, or responsibility avoidance in situations of controversy. Responsibility can be framed by acceptance (e.g. denial, corrective action, mortification), or by evading responsibility (e.g. scapegoating, defeasibility, making an excuse based on accidents, and suggesting justification based on motives or action). (Benoit, 1997).

Inconsistencies between corporate statements and media reporting of a crisis can also be explained through framing. As the media have a persuasive impact on public perceptions and can affect the escalation and the de-escalation of a crisis situation, public
relations strategies are generally regarded as successful when preferred frames (Hallahan, 1999) are reflected in the news (Schultz et. al., 2012). During a crisis, public relations activities are oriented towards defining the crisis through various framing techniques, such as attribute framing to emphasize or de-emphasize certain aspects of the crisis (Hallahan, 1999). Public relations activities “must be concerned with packaging information about the event and the organization’s response in order to shape media coverage, based on knowledge of this type and culturally resonating themes that will garner public favour” (Ibid: 229). While media are expected to report stories free from bias, media framing of events through a singular, dominant perspective has usurped the concept of balanced reporting (Morley, 2011). Other research suggests that journalists strive to frame stories in ways that they perceive will parallel the views of their target audience (Hallahan, 1999). Along with the media’s framing of events and issues, public relations practitioners who provide information as sources for a story also contribute to the framing of a story as it is presented in the media (Zoch & Molleda, 2006). Understanding these different models of framing is highly important when considering strategic objectives from a public relations perspective during a crisis (Hallahan, 1999).

Framing theory has been widely applied to communication studies, due to its potential to connect the processes of presentation of news content and news consumption (Fearn-Banks, 2007). Public relations frames of a crisis may impact media coverage and media framing, which ultimately affect public attitudes toward a particular issue or situation (Coombs & Holladay, 2002). However, the role of social institutions (e.g. the media) in the maintenance of or challenge to frames has not been adequately studied (Hertog & MacLeod, cited in Claeys et al., 2010). As this study is primarily concerned
with investigating organizational communication strategies used to repair image in a crisis, it is important to investigate framing in both media and public relations content. The inclusion of both public relations material and media coverage of the Toyota recall crisis allows for an examination of both impressions “given” and “given off” within impression management theory (Goffman, 1959: 80). Furthermore, while much of corporate communication research takes on an organization-centric perspective, the grounding of image formation in audience reception necessitates an acknowledgement of the influence of other message sources (Cornelissen, 2000). Rather than analyzing one source of information, the inclusion of both forms of content allows for a more holistic perspective on how impressions are managed during a crisis, and how this might impact reports of the same event from public relations and media sources of information. An analysis of media coverage is essential, as public image is ultimately constructed through the impression that is perceived by the audience, regardless of an organization’s preferred framing of an event (Goffman, 1959).

**Image, Public Sphere, and Toyota’s Crisis Communication**

There is a strong theoretical and conceptual link between the public sphere (Habermas, 1964), communicative action (Habermas, 1984), and public relations and media framing in the Toyota crisis. The public sphere and communicative action bring into focus the role of public relations in incorporating public opinion into crisis decision-making, and how framing impacts the way information is communicated during an image crisis. Drawing on this Habermasian framework, communication and public opinion are viewed in this thesis as central to establishing an effective crisis communication strategy. The Toyota
case study sheds light on this aspect of the theoretical framework, as Toyota shifted its crisis response from being vague and internally focused to being more responsive to public opinion. While media have a responsibility to report factual and unbiased content (Eid, 2008), media framing of the Toyota crisis was largely speculative during this period (Liker & Ogden, 2011).

Framing is central to understanding the structure of both public relations and media content, as frames inevitably highlight or exclude certain aspects of a message. As negative information is typically weighted more heavily than positive information, Hallahan (1999) suggests that a successful framing strategy influences “more effortful processing or message elaboration” (208). Goffman (1974) asserts that all communication is framed in a certain way in order to present relevant aspects of a message. Likewise, in image repair, corporations deliver information to the public by highlighting, changing or excluding certain aspects of the message in order to adhere to the image repair strategy. When this information is reported, certain aspects of those messages are framed, and as such, the meaning of the message may change. Frames are present in all communication, and inevitably reveal the motivations of the individual presenting a given piece of information.

**Media Coverage and Toyota’s Impression Management**

Perception is a particularly important consideration in an image crisis, as public perceptions of organizational responsibility can determine the severity of the crisis itself (Coombs, 2007). This study draws upon *The Perception of Reality* (James, 1981a) as well as modern theories of impression management and presentation (Benoit, 1997; Coombs,
2007; Goffman, 1959; 1974) to consider how specific aspects of corporate image\(^{11}\) are reflected in media coverage during an image crisis. Toyota’s perceived delay in addressing the situation extended to negative characterizations of Toyota’s corporate identity as “obsess[ed] with perfection” (Czinkota & Ronkainen, 2012: 538). Toyota’s emphasis on fixing problems at the source to detect potential defects\(^{12}\) was also criticized as an example of fundamental flaws in its corporate identity (Heller & Darling, 2012). Toyota was required to adjust its approach and proactively respond to mounting public speculation to recover its image and credibility\(^{13}\). Communication refocused on the principles of Toyota’s corporate identity; Toyota later assured the public that its priorities were realigned on “first, safety; second, quality; and third, volume”, which indicated a realignment with its traditional sense of corporate identity (Ibid: 164).

The *Consciousness of Self* (James, 1981b) understands the actions of individuals as performances enacted to influence the impressions held by others in a given social situation. When impressions of an individual are threatened, it follows that the actor in question will take measures to recover their image (Goffman, 1959). Within this framework, this study draws on theories of crisis communication (e.g., Benoit, 1997; Coombs, 2007) to focus an analysis of Toyota’s image repair efforts during the crisis. Toyota’s image suffered greatly in the early stages of the crisis, which had an impact when it came to disseminating accurate information to the public and dispelling rumours.

---

\(^{11}\)This refers to the aspects of corporate image discussed in the literature review, specifically projected image, perceived image, and corporate identity.

\(^{12}\)This refers to *genchi genbutsu*, an element of the Toyota Way that is focused on investigating the source of the problem to uncover solutions (Liker & Ogden, 2011).

\(^{13}\)Many reports of sudden and unintended acceleration were reported, although they were later attributed to driver error and therefore were not founded in reality. However, this was not determined until one year after the recalls began. As such, Toyota was initially criticized for dismissing complaints made by federal regulators and others in February 2010, although it began to respond defensively when the news media and NHTSA began to frame various causes of the recalls (Liker & Ogden, 2011).
Analyzing Toyota’s image repair efforts in the greater context of media framing is central to understanding the conditions of effective crisis communication.

Framing contests between public relations and media reveal the struggle to “define” news (L’Étang, 2007: 130). Analyzing both Toyota’s external communication and media reporting sheds light on factors that may have influenced media framing, as well as how Toyota responded to it. To understand the role of media framing in defining the crisis, this study also draws upon several media theories (e.g., Galtung & Ruge, 1965; Hall et al., 1978; Miller & Riechart, 2001). These theories contextualize the analysis of factors external to public relations activities to understand the role of source selection, as well as the role of news values (Galtung & Ruge, 1965; Hall et al., 1978) and issues framing (Miller & Riechart, 2001) in framing issues and responsibility. Examining themes articulated by the sources cited within media coverage is an essential component of the framing analysis of this study, as it illustrates the role of different sources in structuring media framing.

The threads of knowledge discussed in this chapter are drawn together to form the theoretical framework, which guides the empirical research of this study. This framework is anchored in the epistemology of William James (1981a; 1981b), who asserts that reality is created through perception, and managed through the consciousness of self. The impressions “given off” by individuals are ultimately dependent on how they are perceived by others. The concepts of perception and consciousness of self situate the theories of impression management and frame analysis (e.g., Goffman, 1959; 1974). Impression management logically flows from these concepts, as it is entirely based on the perceptions of others and can be applied to understanding corporate strategies of image
repair, and how image is managed during a crisis. The empirical research of the study applies Goffman’s (1974) framing theory to the analysis of media and public relations content. Hall and colleagues (1978) also contribute to the empirical research, as the concept of primary and secondary definers is applied to capture how sources are used in news reporting, and how this impacts the encoding of news articles. Media and public relations have differing motivations, but both use communication to further their objectives in the public sphere. Jürgen Habermas’ (1964; 1984) theories provide a perspective that allows for the examination of different strategic framing practices in both media and public relations content. Image repair and situational crisis communication can be analyzed within the context of the public sphere, and communicative and strategic action (Ibid). As discussed, different strategic motivations influence media and public relations framing during a corporate crisis. The framing cycle (e.g. Miller & Riechart, 2001) and news values (e.g. Galtung & Ruge, 1965; Hall et al., 1978) also provide important considerations to incorporate in an analysis reflective of media and public relations content. The following section discusses the methodological application of these threads of knowledge in this study.
Chapter 3

Methodology and Research Design

The methodology chapter explicates how the foundational ideas within the literature review are applied to achieve the purposes of the study. The objective of the theoretical framework is to provide a lens through which to understand the findings of the study, free from pre-existing assumptions and biases (Neuman, 2011). This chapter begins by making the theories and concepts of the literature review explicit for rigorous application to the study. The research questions provide a starting point from which to investigate the microscopic conceptual level of the thesis, which specifically addresses Toyota’s efforts to repair its image during the crisis, as well as media framing of Toyota’s image. This chapter finally describes the broader analytical framework of the study, which includes the research design and the procedures used to collect and analyze the data.

Key Concepts

Conceptualization refines abstract concepts into “clear, rigorous, systematic” definitions at the outset of a study so they can be applied to respond to its research questions (Neuman, 2011: 168). As qualitative data often consists of words or symbols rather than the numeric values characteristic of quantitative research, it can be interpreted in various ways (Berg, 1998). While there are multiple definitions of certain concepts within this study, it is important to clarify which definitions guide the methodology and research design. The key concepts precede the research questions to make their application to the research questions explicit. The following key concepts of this study are: corporate
image, corporate identity, attribute frames, cultural frames, image crisis, and image repair.

**Corporate Image.** Understanding the specific definition of corporate image is important, as this concept anchors the focus of this study. Image is defined as a complex of cognitive interpretations comprised of how an entity or individual is perceived, and is related to the efforts of that entity or individual to project a given impression. In this sense, the outcome of corporate image is observed through the assertion of various attributes of the organization, combined with perceptions of these corporate statements.

**Corporate Identity.** Corporate identity is a feature of corporate image and refers to the values and beliefs of an organization. This study focuses on the external, rather than internal aspects of corporate identity. For example, corporate identity is observed through external communication materials discussing products, behaviour, and actions (Olins, 1991). Framing of Toyota’s corporate identity includes elements such as the Toyota Way, as well as attributes of Toyota’s image. Finally, corporate identity is not considered static in nature. The ways in which a corporation presents its identity to the public are subject to change depending on a variety of situational factors. The research questions of the study base the understanding of Toyota’s corporate identity in the literature reviewed (e.g. Vincent, 2012), but also reflect a fluid understanding of corporate image, and examine how aspects of Toyota’s corporate identity were portrayed at different points in time during the crisis.
Attribute Frames. Through attribute framing, organizations can either emphasize or ignore characteristics of objects and/or individuals through semantic framing (Hallahan, 1999). This study conceptualizes attribute frames through corporate statements about the characteristics of the organization (e.g. the safety of Toyota vehicles; Toyota’s commitment to transparency), which are reflective of how the organization wants to be publicly perceived. These frames are indicative of corporate goals, but do not necessarily reflect how it the organization is actually viewed by its stakeholders and other publics. Attribute framing within corporate statements and materials can reveal important aspects of corporate image, through the emphasis or exclusion of certain organizational attributes (Ibid).

Cultural Frames. Cultural frames are based on common cultural values, themes, and narratives that help individuals understand and relate to the frame of a given article (e.g. an accepted/established corporate image; American cultural values; the dangers of modern technology). Journalists use these frames to contribute to the dramatization, and emotional appeal of a story (Van Gorp, 2010). Cultural frames allow for an examination of Toyota’s image in the context of media reporting practices. These frames are present in problem definitions, diagnoses of causes, moral evaluations, and suggested remedies in articles (Van Gorp, 2010), all of which structure the perceived image of the crisis, and of corporate crisis management.

Image Crisis. A crisis is characterized as a serious, sudden threat to the basic values of a system, combined with uncertainty regarding how events will unfold (Eid, 2008). Critical
decision-making is essential during a crisis, as a result of the uncertainty and time constraints of the situation. Crises also have life cycles that may be amenable to management, although this may not necessarily resolve the situation. (Rosenthal, Hart & Charles, cited in Ibid). Within this framework, this study specifically conceptualizes a corporate image crisis as brought on by a sudden and uncertain threat to corporate image, characterized by a negative shift in stakeholder perceptions of the organization (Benoit, 1997).

*Image Repair.* The concept of image repair is directly related to critical decision-making during a corporate image crisis. It is specifically used in this study to refer to an organization’s strategic communication efforts to mitigate damage to perceptions of corporate image. While this term is borrowed from Benoit (1997), its use in this study encompasses both communication strategies related to both image repair theory (Ibid) and SCCT (Coombs, 2007). This study’s application of the term “repair” (Benoit, 1997) rather than “restore” (Benoit, 1995) allows for a fluid examination of corporate image, where image does not necessarily need to be restored to its prior state to be considered repaired.

**Research Questions**

The main purpose of this study is to identify and investigate shifts in public relations and media framing during the Toyota recall crisis. Guided by the foundations of image and communication articulated in the literature review, the research questions are specifically informed by media theories (e.g. Goffman, 1974; Hall et al., 1978) and crisis
communication theories (Benoit, 1997; Coombs, 2007) to inform this analysis. The following two main research questions and four sub-questions orient the research methodology of the study, and reflect the dual analysis of public relations and media content:

RQ1: How did American media frame the Toyota crisis?
   RQ1.1: What sources were selected in media framing? Why?
   RQ1.2: What cultural frames were embedded in media reporting?

RQ2: How did Toyota frame its corporate image in public relations content?
   RQ2.1: What attributes of corporate image were framed? When?
   RQ2.2: How did Toyota use image repair to frame its corporate image?

**Research Design**

The research design of this study flows from the theoretical framework, which establishes perception and self-presentation as mutually dependent concepts. The latent meanings implicit within acts of self-presentation are instrumental in shaping and framing perceptions. This study is concerned with *how* information is presented, rather than simply *what* content is communicated. As such, the methodology of this study is oriented in qualitative framing analysis as a means to uncover latent structures within communication materials.

In contrast to quantitative methods focused primarily on uncovering manifest content, such as traditional content analysis, the qualitative use of framing analysis
provides a means through which to view latent meanings\textsuperscript{14} without reducing the analysis to a count of textual elements based on size and frequency. Quantitative methods for measuring media content could lead to an oversimplified framing analysis, particularly when applied to identifying story topics, issue positions, or negative and positive characterizations (Deacon et. al, 2007). As such, the techniques in the qualitative method are able to capture “the general relationship between news and ideology, or the specific processes by which news reproduces or alters ideology” (Tuchman, 1978: 79). The qualitative and interpretive approach to framing analysis can be difficult from a coding perspective, as definite categories may not immediately present themselves. However, allowing these insights to emerge through an inductive approach allows for the emergence of large “macroframes” that would have remained latent within the data through other methods (Reese, 2010: 37). Qualitative framing analysis also gives greater emphasis to the cultural content of frames and how they draw upon a set of shared social meanings (Ibid). The absence of reductionist quantifying measures in qualitative research helps to avoid oversimplification, allowing for ambiguity and complexity in the findings.

Framing analysis was specifically selected to evaluate the research questions of the study because it allows for the examination of the structure of overarching issues, topics, and themes within the data. An examination of frames leads naturally to the exploration of how they are connected to other features that give them support and reinforcement, such as cultural framing, as well as the news production cycle. Within framing analysis, Van Gorp (2010) notes the importance of understanding the structure of

\textsuperscript{14} The locus of meaning in manifest content is within the physically present and countable features of content (Berg, 2011), such as source selection or article placement. In contrast, the meaning of latent content is inferred by recognizing the “deep structural meaning” (Ibid: 212) behind the surface structure of a text.
cultural framing. It is important to emphasize these frames within the analysis process as they possess the “defining capacity” to be introduced into social life, and also make an appeal to ideas that are more familiar to the audience (Ibid: 87). Journalists structure news articles with these elements of common understanding, which are often reflective of the culture of the audience. Other features that support the examination of frames include the framing cycle (e.g. Miller & Riechart, 2001), where journalists emphasize certain aspects of the story depending on the duration of the issue. Understanding frames as embedded within culture, as well as the news framing cycle contextualizes the analysis within a greater structure, rather than as part of a series of freestanding, isolated elements (Reese, 2010).

Finally, there is precedent in the crisis communication literature for employing a framing analysis methodology. Framing analysis is used in prominent communication research (e.g., Coombs, 2007) to explore the outcome of crisis communication strategies to repair image. While framing analysis is commonly applied to news content, it is also used to analyze public relations material (Hallahan, 1999). In the news production process, public relations sources frame topics to journalists in order to project a certain frame onto the reporting of an issue or event; journalists need these sources’ frames to create news, but may also add their own frames in the process (Ibid). Van Gorp (2010) recommends including content disseminated by these “frame sponsors”, including press releases, in order to better understand media framing of an issue.
Data Sampling, Collection, and Analysis

Sampling Strategy and Size

Due to the quantity of material encountered, the sample was limited to three newspapers. Articles within this sample were divided based on timeframe, and then purposively selected based on length of description and the relevance of certain articles, as determined by the researcher. The data in this study are selected through non-probability sampling strategy; specifically the purposive sampling technique. While probability sampling is used for quantitative studies and relies on mathematical probability, non-probability sampling is qualitative, does not require a representative sample, and selects a sample of cases that are deemed to be specifically relevant to the interests of the study. Within non-probability sampling, there are seven possible sampling techniques. Out of these seven strategies, purposive sampling was selected, as it allows for case selection that meet specific criteria, which is determined based on the judgment of the researcher. Purposive sampling was used to select appropriate media outlets and specific news articles in this research, which are discussed further in the following section.

Data Collection

In order to generalize the content analyzed across the study, the population of the study included relevant newsroom content from the Toyota website in the United States (e.g. official statements and press releases) and news articles (e.g. online and print) from the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, and Los Angeles Times that included the keywords “Toyota” and “recall”. The focus on American media was appropriate within the
framework of the study, as the bulk of the recalls occurred in the United States and Toyota focused most of its image repair efforts there for this reason. Some articles within the data were purposively eliminated as “frameless”, due to a lack or absence of framing and reasoning devices, as well as the general focus of each news article (i.e. articles had to be primarily focused on the Toyota recall). As the analysis focused on how information was conveyed in the text, rather than its explicit subject matter, some news stories did not meet these criteria essential for the formulation of a frame package and were excluded during the purposive collection of source material. The data were individually printed out for coding and analysis.

With regard to the timeframe of the sample, this study focuses on content related to all recalls that occurred from September 1, 2009 until January 31, 2012. Toyota issued three major recalls from 2009 to 2010, including: the potential for floor mat interference with the accelerator pedal; the possibility of a sticking accelerator pedal; and braking problems (i.e. Prius Hybrid). Toyota’s first public announcement specifically regarding the floor mat recalls occurred on September 14, 2009. National attention began to focus on Toyota’s quality problems following Mark Saylor’s accident, which allegedly resulted from the SUA of his rented Lexus on August 28, 2009 (Fan, Geddes & Flory, 2011).

15 Two different recalls related to acceleration occurred within the same timeframe (2009-2010), which included a recall for the potential for floor mat interference with the accelerator pedal, and another recall for the possibility of a sticking accelerator pedal. The potential floor mat interference with the accelerator pedal recall is linked to Mark Saylor’s accident, and involves the possibility of an unsecured driver’s floor mat interfering with the accelerator pedal, causing it to remain pressed down. The second recall is the sticking pedal accelerator recall, which refers to the potential for the accelerator pedal to mechanically stick in a partially depressed position, or return slowly to its original position. While these recalls are separate, some vehicles were affected by both recalls.

16 Toyota released a consumer safety advisory concerning the floor mat interference with the accelerator pedal on September 14, 2009. There were no earlier public advisories released through Toyota’s United States media newsroom (www.toyota.com). To detect all possible content concerning the problematic floor mats, keywords including “floor mat” and “recall” were used through the search function. No recalls had occurred before this point, and the sharp increase media interest did not follow until months later (Bapuji, 2012).
While complaints did occur before January 1, 2009, prominent media outlets did not feature the story until the Saylor accident occurred on August 28, 2009 (Bapuji, 2012). While the recalls stopped in early 2011, media coverage continued throughout the year as settlement negotiations with NHTSA continued in the aftermath of the recalls. While media coverage on this issue continues to present day, this study analyzes content from September 1, 2009 until January 31, 2012 in order to understand Toyota’s image repair efforts in the midst of the crisis and in its aftermath. This follows the recommendations of scholars (e.g. Eid, 2008) who value the advantages of studying the immediate response to a crisis.

As mentioned, the collection of source material included materials from Toyota’s online newsroom as well as news articles17 from the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, and Los Angeles Times. Content was gathered using Eureka, LexisNexis, Factiva, Toyota’s online newsroom (i.e. United States website), as well as the newspapers’ archived online articles in instances where content was unavailable through the databases. In total, the data population of the study consisted of 867 news articles and 86 press releases. The study focused on Toyota’s online newsroom content rather than other materials (e.g. social media), due to the exploratory nature of the study. Toyota’s official statements on its online newsroom were further determined to be a sufficient indicator of its efforts to repair its image and communicate publicly. Toyota’s online newsroom content was directed to a wide variety of publics, including the media, the United States government and regulatory bodies and American consumers.

---

17 News articles are defined as news articles or opinion columns written specifically by reporters. As this study was focused on journalistic reporting of the recalls, letters to the editor from the general public (as well as other content, such as social media) were not included in the sample.
While Toyota recalled millions of vehicles globally, the sample contains only American newspapers and Toyota’s United States newsroom, as the bulk of the recalls occurred in the United States, and Toyota’s image repair strategy was heavily focused on the American public. This was concluded based on Toyota’s image repair efforts, which included an apology to United States Congress, as well as numerous statements to their American customers and letters to the editor of United States newspapers. With regard to the media population of the sample, the Los Angeles Times was selected in addition to higher circulating national papers (e.g. Wall Street Journal, New York Times), as it covered the recalls extensively, and assigned two beat reporters to the story. Toyota also publicly released letters to the Los Angeles Times in response to their coverage of the recalls. National publications (e.g. Wall Street Journal, New York Times) were selected based on their high circulation and consistent coverage of the recall crisis\(^{18}\). Articles in the Los Angeles Times and the Wall Street Journal also resulted in responses from Toyota in the form of letters to the editor and press releases. Eureka, Factiva and LexisNexis were used as the primary databases for obtaining media content, in addition to online sources. Eureka held articles from the Los Angeles Times, Factiva held news articles from Wall Street Journal, and LexisNexis held articles from New York Times for the time period of interest (i.e. 2009-2012).

Coding and Analysis

The data were analyzed through an inductive process of coding and analysis. The media content and press releases within the sample were analyzed separately through the processes of open coding, axial coding, and selective coding. This section first describes the framing analysis during each phase, and then provides separate examples of how media and public relations data were coded.

In the open coding phase, the data were analyzed without the use of the framing matrices (e.g. Appendix A; Appendix B). The raw data were examined to develop broad, initial categories, which were noted, and highlighted in the data. Other key observations were also noted (e.g., clusters of framing devices, reasoning devices, or framing models). The framing categories and elements identified during the open coding phase were examined again during the axial coding phase for patterns and links to overarching ideas and themes. During this phase, framing matrices for public relations (e.g. Appendix A) and media content (e.g. Appendix B) were created in Microsoft Excel to organize and classify the frames that arose from both the open and axial coding processes. This involved looking for connections between items, rather than solely examining individual units of text. To distinguish between a source’s point of view and the overall frame of a news article, the coding process also involved asking whether the journalist agreed with the point of view articulated by their sources\(^1\). Finally, it should be noted that while repetition is not necessary for a framing device to have an impact, there were cases where

---

\(^1\) Elements within news reporting, such as scare quotes (Deacon et al., 2007) were used to indicate whether a journalist agreed with the statements of its sources, or if they were being sourced critically. Other indicators included a predominance of one source in reporting, either through lengthy citations present in the news article, or the selection of particularly salient comments (e.g. emotional).
the impact and salience of a frame stemmed from the repetition of a framing device when this was used for emphasis\textsuperscript{20}.

Selective coding followed the axial coding process to narrow down the existing categories to the most meaningful and mutually exclusive frames, and identify further logical combinations between elements. To understand key events that could have resulted in a frame shift, this phase of coding limited the analysis to ensure that the matrices were comprised of mutually exclusive frames. Simple “yes or no” questions were used to minimize the need for interpretation and identify generic frames in the data\textsuperscript{21}. To account for framing shifts, the framing models and devices that structured each framing package were subjectively “weighted” based on salience\textsuperscript{22}, source selection, and prominence in the article. As mutually exclusive frames were uncovered, framing packages were coded within the matrix, comprising typical framing and reasoning devices. This phase also involved looking for clustered framing devices and models, which repeatedly referred to the same core frame, rather than separately analyzing each framing model and device. Some elements from axial coding were excluded at this stage, while others that strongly reflected the overall frame of an article/press release were included. The reasoning devices (i.e. definition of problems, causal responsibility, moral evaluations, and suggested remedies) were evaluated for common themes. The end result of this step was a list limited to the most meaningful and key frames observed in the data.

\textsuperscript{20} While this study took note of “counts” of framing devices in this sense, it is still considered qualitative in nature, as it focuses primarily on the analysis of the underlying meaning behind frames.

\textsuperscript{21} For example, questions such as “does this story suggest that the government is somehow responsible for providing a remedy to the problem?” and “does this press release suggest that Toyota is denying the presence of defects in their vehicles?” were asked.

\textsuperscript{22} In accordance with the literature on news values (e.g. Galtung & Ruge, 1965), certain features within a given frame are considered more salient than others to consumers of news content, such as appeals to morality or emotion, or negative evaluations of a person or organization.
As stated, media and public relations content were coded separately. For media content, the raw data were coded to identify framing and reasoning devices, as well as the emergence of key patterns and themes. A framing analysis coding sheet was developed for media relations data to guide the process of identifying and coding the sources cited within articles (RQ1.1), and the ways in which cultural frames (RQ1.2) structured reasoning devices in media content (e.g. Appendix A). For example, the following paragraph from a news article was coded according to these guidelines:

Comfortably preoccupied with rooting out internal weakness, the Toyota Way is lost when it comes to contending with outside threats . . . The drawbacks of the Toyota Way are unique, but the experience of rising to a peak in business, only to suffer a precipitous fall, isn’t. In the early ’90s, America Online leveraged its Everyman attitude toward the intimidating Internet into a dominant position, only to almost destroy itself in a disastrous merger with Time Warner. An aggressive Web pioneer couldn’t sustain innovation while simultaneously being the No. 1 destination for digital media.

(DeBord, February 6)

- **Source (RQ1.1):** N/A (Journalist’s own description)
- **Cultural Frame (RQ1.2):** Toyota’s corporate culture (e.g. “Toyota Way”)
- **Framing devices:** Exemplar: Peaked success (e.g. America Online’s failed merger with Time Warner)
- **Reasoning devices:** Problem definition: Damage to sales and reputation; Diagnosis of causes: Internal weakness; Toyota Way

---

23 As discussed, these included problem definitions, diagnosis of causes, moral evaluations, and suggested remedies in media content.

24 In cases where sources were cited, they were categorized by the identity of the source (e.g. driver; industry expert; government representative; Toyota spokesperson). In cases of imbalanced frame negotiation within an article (i.e. particularly related to the causes of SUA), the excerpt of text including both sources was noted and the more prominent source was indicated. The rationale for selecting this source was also briefly stated in the coding sheet (e.g. emotional statements; long quotation). This information was useful during the selective coding phase.
Public relations data were coded to identify and examine the attributes of Toyota’s image (RQ2.1) and the image repair strategies (RQ2.2) within this content (e.g. Appendix B). Press releases were coded for framing of attributes, as well as frames of image repair. Framing of attributes involves the accentuation of particular aspects of an issue or individual by public relations practitioners. Image repair strategies involved the framing of the issue, and Toyota’s framing of its responsibility. For example, the following excerpted press release contained both of these elements:

Although most of these reports have yet to be verified, Toyota has been and remains committed to investigating all reported incidents of sudden acceleration in its vehicles quickly. Toyota wants to hear directly from its customers about any problems they are experiencing with their vehicles. The results of the evaluations have been submitted to NHTSA for review. Though these reports involve a tiny fraction of the more than one million vehicles dealers have repaired to date, Toyota takes them extremely seriously.

(Toyota, March 4)

- **Attribute frames (RQ2.1):** Responsive; communicative (e.g. “wants to hear directly from its customers”)

- **Image Repair frames (RQ2.2):** Minimization (e.g., “most of these reports have yet to be verified”; “tiny fraction”); Corrective action (e.g. “Toyota has been and remains committed to investigating all reported incidents”)

- **Reasoning devices:** Problem definition (e.g. “unverified reports”)

Concerns about the reliability and validity of framing research largely stem from the difficulty in demonstrating the relationship between the abstract frame, and the framing elements within a text that evoke this frame on the side of the receiver (Van Gorp, 2010). Taking a systematic approach to analysis helps to avoid the “arbitrary” identification of frames (Tankard, 2001: 99). Furthermore, conditions of reliability are
measured differently in a qualitative and quantitative research. In qualitative studies, the researcher’s relationship with the data is interpreted within an evolving setting where measures cannot be exactly replicated, in contrast to the rigid and positivistic terms of quantitative research. (Neuman, 2011). As qualitative research focuses on soft data such as words and symbols, rather than numbers, it is impossible to exactly replicate research in the quantitative sense (Ibid: 135).

Reliability refers to dependability, or consistency in research. While reliability in quantitative studies refers to replication, qualitative studies are not confined to these same positivist ideas. This is an advantage of qualitative studies, as they can account for aspects of diversity in the social world without risking oversimplification or overlooking fundamental observations. (Neuman, 2011). This study maintained reliability by constantly comparing the data with the concepts and definitions of the study during the coding process. The data were also coded three times through open, axial, and selective coding to gather a complete picture of the data, and ensure that it accounted for the most important frames.

Validity generally refers to truthfulness, although there is no single version of the truth in qualitative studies. Instead, research aims toward authenticity, which strives to reflect a “fair honest, and balanced account of social life” where the focus is on capturing an in-depth and accurate view of how events are actually understood (Neuman, 2011: 181). To be considered valid, a researcher claims need to be plausible, meaning that while they are not the only “truths” that exist in the world, they are powerful and persuasive representations that reveal meaningful and noteworthy interactions with the data. As research claims gain more validity as the diversity of content increases, the content for
this study includes empirical data from a variety of media to understand connections between the diverse data (Neuman, 2011). This study takes these measures to maintain validity, as it includes empirical data from a variety of sources, including both Toyota’s press releases and three newspapers. When considered together, this creates a substantial weight of evidence towards understanding the connections between the diverse data (Ibid).

This chapter has described the qualitative research design and methodology used to examine the framing of Toyota’s corporate image between September 2009 and January 2012. Chapter 4 discusses the findings of the qualitative framing analysis in response to the research questions of the study. Through an analysis and discussion of framing within the data, the following chapter establishes how framing of the crisis impacted Toyota’s corporate image, and provides a foundation for strategic recommendations and implications for communicating effectively to media stakeholders during a crisis.
Chapter 4

Findings and Discussion

The findings of the qualitative framing analysis reveal a rich perspective of Toyota’s image repair between September 2009 and January 2012. Several important frames and framing shifts were observed in both public relations and media content. These findings were highly revealing of how the crisis was framed in the media (i.e. through source selection and culturally embedded themes), as well as how Toyota framed attributes, issues, and its responsibility for the crisis. This chapter is organized in response to the research questions, and discussion is focused on the analysis of frames identified as most fundamental to the research questions of the study. The theoretical framework outlined in the literature review anchors and guides this discussion.

Media Framing

The following section discusses the findings of the qualitative news framing analysis, with reference to the issues framing cycle (i.e. Miller & Riechart, 2001). To contextualize the discussion of media framing within the timeframe of the analysis (i.e. September 2009-January 2012), this section begins by identifying each phase of the framing cycle in relationship to the data.

As the first phase in the framing cycle, the emergence phase was first determined by the first mention of SUA in the media sample, followed by uncontested problem definitions by Toyota (e.g. misplaced floor mats). The emergence phase was brief within the sample (e.g. September 2009-November 2009), as frame negotiation related to the
cause of the accidents began quickly (e.g. November 2009), when media began to suggest electronics as a possible cause of SUA, in contrast to Toyota’s insistence that the floor mats were the source of the problem. The definition phase involved frame negotiation regarding the causes of SUA between public relations and the media, in addition to various stakeholders cited in media coverage (e.g. drivers, industry experts, and government lawmakers and regulators). This period lasted roughly from November 2009 until March 2010. In the resonance phase (e.g. December 2010-February 2011), driver error was generally established as the cause of SUA in media coverage. This was impacted by the findings of a joint National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and NHTSA study that supported Toyota’s claims that the problems were not mechanical. In the resolution phase (e.g. February 2011-January 2012), media coverage of policy began to conform to the dominant frame\(^25\). While Toyota did not escape blame, news coverage also looked to NHTSA’s role in the crisis, and suggested remedies related to improving its regulatory standards.

**Source Selection Practices**

Responding to RQ1.1 requires a discussion of the statements originating from external sources in media reporting. The sources selected in media coverage are a vital part of the framing process; this section examines the types of sources selected in media content, as well as how the content of their statements contributed to media framing of Toyota. The primary definers within the timeframe of the study included: drivers, industry and subject matter experts, government lawmakers and governmental agencies, and Toyota

\(^25\) The March 2011 Japanese earthquake and tsunami also contributed to shift media framing of the problem to Toyota’s reliance on Japanese production during this phase.
spokespersons. These sources served to define problems, diagnose causes, provide moral evaluations, and suggest remedies during the crisis.

The findings of the study indicate that source selection played a key role in contributing to media framing of the Toyota crisis. Drivers and industry experts structured problem definitions, diagnosed causes, and moral evaluations during the definition phase. Furthermore, government sources structured media framing related to attributing responsibility and suggesting remedies during the resolution phase of the framing cycle. While Toyota sources were also cited during the definition phase and contributed to framing, the media typically focused on driver or expert statements. The following section details the contribution of each source to the framing of the crisis through a discussion of key framing and reasoning devices.

**Toyota Drivers**

The “drivers” category included owners of Toyota vehicles, family members of victims, and other individuals personally affected by the Toyota recalls and accidents. These sources were an integral part of media framing of the Toyota crisis from January 2010-March 2010, contributing mainly to audience identification (i.e. Galtung & Ruge, 1965) and diagnosing causes in news reporting of the crisis. The media in the sample speculated heavily about the causes of SUA from November 2009 to March 2010 (i.e. definition phase), until driver error emerged as a more likely cause of the accidents (e.g. Figure 1). During the definition phase, driver statements about the causes of the accidents were
based on anecdotal and experiential\textsuperscript{26} evidence, which contributed to diagnoses of causes and moral evaluations. Certain reasoning devices, such as moral evaluations by drivers, were important to the framing of Toyota’s image; relatable stories presented from a “human” perspective are generally more newsworthy and salient aspects of media content (Ibid; Gamson and Modigliani, 1989). As media framing moved towards the resolution phase, driver sources were not cited as prominently in news framing of the problem or its causes.

\textbf{Figure 1: Diagnosed Causes in News Articles}\textsuperscript{27}

First, drivers’ anecdotal and emotional statements structured the diagnosis of an electronic problem in the early definition phase. Anecdotal evidence (i.e. Toyota drivers’ personal experiences) structured counter-frames against Toyota’s explanations for the

\textsuperscript{26} It should be noted that industry experts (e.g. engineers) were also cited in articles during the definition phase; their role is detailed further in the following section. Industry experts structured the diagnosis of causes, but unlike driver sources, they did not contribute to salient moral evaluations in news articles.

\textsuperscript{27} This figure is reflective of the qualitative frames observed in the analysis, and is not quantitative. As such, the purpose of this figure is to represent the qualitative frames and framing shifts that emerged across the timeframe of the study.
recalls. For example, “Doubt Cast on Toyota's Decision to Blame Sudden Acceleration on Gas Pedal Defect” focused on driver explanations of the problems in their vehicles, rather than those of industry experts, NHTSA, or Toyota (Bensinger & Vartabedian, January 30). Toyota was not cited in the article; a brief statement from NHTSA claiming, “[NHTSA] looks into all possible defects with these vehicles” was followed by a series of detailed stories from drivers of Toyota vehicles. One driver, for example, claimed to have “hooked his toe under the pedal to pull [the brake] up. It was not stuck and the floor mat was not interfering with the pedal” (Ibid). Toyota’s use of strategic communication, rather than principles of communicative action (e.g. transparency) ultimately impeded its image repair efforts. The absence of a clear statement by Toyota or effective corrective action by the company only worsened the situation; media reports during this period cited Toyota drivers that were uncertain about the specific technical cause of the problem, but were positive that it was not related to the floor mat issue. Toyota’s denial and unresponsiveness fuelled speculative media coverage during this period.

During this period, driver sources also structured moral evaluations related to Toyota’s responsibility to correct the situation. Articles focused on the human impact of the recalls, where drivers had “no choice” but to continue driving potentially unsafe vehicles (Bennett & Linebaugh, January 28). Frames of Toyota’s responsibility for the crisis included emotional appeals as a result of Toyota’s inaction such as, “[t]he dealer says there is nothing they can do and can't give us a loaner car. We feel like we can't drive it because what happens if we drive it again and someone gets killed?” (Ibid). Moral evaluations like this added an emotional frame to articles regarding Toyota’s failure to respond during the early stages of the crisis. First-hand accounts of drivers
provided a personal perspective of the ramifications of Toyota’s failure to respond quickly to driver concerns. The driver’s statement, “what happens if we drive it again and someone gets killed?” is an example of how sourcing practices coloured articles with emotional elements that impacted the overall framing of the article (Ibid). These statements by Toyota drivers generally functioned to provide a human-interest aspect in coverage of the cause of the recalls. Quotations expressing fear through experiential evidence played an important role in structuring the overall framing package, particularly when juxtaposed with unemotional corporate statements. These emotional driver statements were weighted more heavily in determining frame packages, in accordance with the recommendations in the literature reviewed (e.g. Hall et al., 1978).

Drivers were prominently sourced as the causes of SUA were defined in media coverage. From the perspective of frame negotiation during the early phases of the framing cycle, the presence of moral evaluations influenced the saliency and news value of a given statement. Media relied more heavily on driver sources to diagnose causes of the recalls during the definition phase; drivers structured causal frames in the media sample from November 2009 to March 2010. Toyota’s initial unresponsiveness and vague communication did little to correct the situation. Once driver error became more widely accepted in media coverage as the cause of the accidents (i.e. March/April 2010), media reports used industry experts and Toyota to structure frames, rather than driver accounts.
Industry Experts

Industry experts cited in media coverage included experts in the automotive industry (e.g. analysts, academics, consultants, and engineers), as well as public relations and marketing experts. The most common reasoning devices in statements by industry experts were related to defining problems, diagnosing causes, and suggesting remedies. Expert sources contested Toyota’s framing of the cause of SUA during the definition phase of the framing cycle. Once the resonance phase was completed, the “electronic cause” theory largely ceased to dominate debate; problem definitions shifted to issues such as Toyota’s recovery and safety regulation standards at NHTSA. The type of industry source cited, such as experts on Japanese business and culture, also impacted the overall frame structure of media articles.

In addition to drivers, industry experts (e.g. engineers) structured frames of technology in articles during the definition phase and contributed to the diagnosis of an electronic cause. This can be seen through Toyota’s failed impression management in media coverage during the early phases of the crisis:

Company officials first put the blame on floor mats that could entrap the accelerator, later amending that to include gas pedals themselves that could stick. But they have vigorously asserted that there is no evidence of a glitch in the electronics or software . . . “Cars are moving computers, and the electronics are the very heart of the car,” said Ian Mitroff, emeritus professor of US Congress’ Marshall School of Business and a consultant on crisis management. “Unlike a mechanical problem, like a sticking pedal, the fix is not easily understood,” he said.

(Bensinger & Vartabedian, February 14)

Juxtaposed with the engineer’s more comprehensive and detailed statements, Toyota’s simple denial is an example of failed impression management. An academic source is directly cited to structure the overall diagnosis of causes in this article, in contrast to the
journalist’s paraphrase of Toyota’s position on the issue. While Toyota has a vested interest in “put[ting] the blame” (Ibid) on floor mats, which are easier to fix, the professor is used to provide balance and impartiality. To counter Toyota’s one-line statement that “there is simply nothing there to say electronic controls are causing the problems”, an electrical engineer within the same article adds that the technology is so complex that it can be difficult to spot defects, and “when you can't spot it, it's just as dangerous and deadly as a major mechanical problem” (Ibid). The function of industry experts in this article is to provide expertise, in contrast to Toyota’s repeated denial of electronic issues. This example of counter-framing is representative of Toyota’s loss of control over the diagnosis of causes in media content. When juxtaposed with these expert statements, media framing positioned Toyota sources as unclear and self-interested, in contrast to impartial, “expert” sources. This directly opposed Toyota’s denial of electronic defects at the time, and its corrective action efforts to repair floor mats and sticking accelerator pedals.

Industry experts later concurred with Toyota’s diagnosis of mechanical causes during the resolution phase. Media adopted the mechanical cause frame following the definition phase, and expert sources shifted their position. For example, following the release of NASA and NHTSA’s 10-month investigation into the allegations of SUA in Toyota vehicles, a media report cited an engineer who affirmed that, while it was difficult to completely disprove an electronic problem, it was highly unlikely:

An engineer from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, brought in to help conduct the inquiry, was slightly less categorical but still emphatic. “It’s very difficult to prove a negative,” said Michael T. Kirsch, a principal engineer with NASA’s Engineering and Safety Center. But the electronic system for throttle controls in Toyotas would require
two separate sensors to fail simultaneously in such a way that neither created an “error code” in the vehicle’s onboard computer.

(Wald, February 9)

The engineer’s statement does not categorically support the impossibility of an electronic cause, but it is framed in such a way that emphasizes the unlikelihood of its occurrence. This example reflects the general framing of issues during the resonance phase: even in instances when expert statements did not reflect the dominant frame (e.g. the mechanical or driver error cause), they are contextualized in such a way that they do not directly contest it.

Media sourcing practices also supported culturally embedded frames uncovered in the data. As discussed in the literature review, cultural framing is a central aspect of media framing. Journalists use these commonly established beliefs to contextualize and explain phenomena to readers through these frames, which can contextualize public opinion and discourse. In particular, “expert” sources supported the cultural framing of Toyota as a Japanese company. For example, media commonly consulted experts in Japanese business and cultural norms to assess Toyota’s crisis communication activities:

Ulrike Schaede, a professor of Japanese business at UC San Diego, said she was impressed with the skill in which Toyoda and Toyota Motor North America President Yoshimi Inaba fielded the questions. “They're in there and answering questions in detail,” she said. “They're very calm, not defensive. They've been apologetic and informative.”

(Vartabedian & Bensinger, February 24)

In this statement, the expert’s identity as a professor of Japanese business contextualizes her assessment of Toyota’s communication activities from a cultural perspective, reinforcing the Japanese cultural frame. The professor explains Toyota’s image repair activities in the context of her knowledge of Japanese culture. She specifically focuses
on the causal link between Toyota’s culture and its communication: Toyota’s calm, apologetic demeanour is juxtaposed with a potentially defensive reaction. Her expression of being “impressed” by Akio Toyoda and Yoshimi Inaba’s “detail” in responding to questions implies a general expectation that Japanese business executives would be more defensive and vague in their communication (Ibid). These experts generally functioned to interpret Toyota’s image repair actions from a cultural perspective during the definition phase of the crisis.

Similar to drivers, industry experts were most prominently sourced during the definition phase of the crisis. Experts provided a more impartial perspective in news reports defining problems, diagnosing causes, and suggesting remedies related to the Toyota recall. In addition, journalists cited experts in Japanese business to structure these reasoning devices within a broader cultural frame. Toyota’s actions were interpreted through the lens of its identity as a Japanese company. Experts in Japanese business interpreted Toyota’s image repair actions through this cultural context. Furthermore, Toyota’s shift to more transparent communication was viewed in opposition to this Japanese cultural frame. This paralleled findings that Toyota was later perceived to focus more strongly on the American public, both by issuing recalls in the United States more proactively, as well as tailoring its image repair efforts to the American public.

Government Sources

Government regulators and lawmakers cited in media reporting primarily evaluated Toyota’s image repair efforts and allocated responsibility during the definition
and resolution phases. This specifically included government agencies (e.g. NHTSA), members of the United States Congress, and the United States Secretary of Transportation. NHTSA initially claimed responsibility for holding Toyota accountable, but later shifted the blame to Toyota when Members of Congress pointed to their inability to assess Toyota’s electronics. Members of Congress also focused on NHTSA’s responsibility as a regulator, and its failure to hold Toyota accountable during the resolution phase of the framing cycle.

Members of the United States Congress and House of Representatives criticized both Toyota and NHTSA for their role in responding to the accidents and issuing recalls. This was slightly positive for Toyota, as NHTSA shared some of the burden of responsibility for failing to respond during the resolution phase. Members of Congress held NHTSA accountable in statements to the media, focusing attention on NHTSA’s responsibility as a regulatory body, “at issue . . . is when the company and NHTSA first learned of the problems and whether they responded appropriately” (Bensinger & Vartabedian, January 30). In this respect, Toyota and NHTSA were jointly held responsible, in contrast to earlier in the crisis, when Toyota faced the full burden of responsibility. In February and March 2010, the focus of responsibility shifted to NHTSA in statements such as, “NHTSA's actions really trouble me” (Mitchell, February 17). Although NHTSA investigated the need for a black box to monitor vehicles in the event of SUA, it was commented that the “agency's response to safety defects on automobiles has been ‘sluggish’” (Maynard, March 12). Like Toyota, NHTSA faced harsh criticism for failing to act quickly to rectify the situation, even despite early assertions of corrective

---

28 Media coverage still remained critical of Toyota during the resolution phase, even though speculation had stopped. News articles regarding Toyota’s continuing litigation resulted in negative coverage, although it declined in volume, compared to February 2010.
action. Members of Congress also drew attention to the conflict of interest between NHTSA and Toyota in statements like, “the safety agency has become too close to the industry it is charged with regulating, as a number of agency employees have gone to work for Toyota” (Lichtblau & Vlasic, February 10). While this coverage was generally negative, the fact that the NHTSA was also a focus of criticism was determined to be more favourable for Toyota than during the definition phase, when it was solely held responsible for the crisis response.

The link between perceptions and reality examined in the literature review can be observed through the framing negotiations that occurred between sources in media coverage across the issues cycle, particularly between NHTSA and Toyota. Frame negotiations between Toyota and NHTSA ended during the resonance phase of the issues cycle because NHTSA could not compete with the dominant “driver error” frame. Toyota faced the majority of negative coverage from September to late February 2010, but there was a shift in accountability from Toyota to NHTSA in 2011. For example, in 2011, NHTSA completely reversed its earlier criticisms of Toyota and concurred with its denial of an electronic cause, “the verdict is in. There is no electronic based cause for sudden unintended acceleration in Toyotas. Period” (Wald, February 9). This affirmative statement sharply contrasted previous criticism of Toyota, and is indicative of the general consensus of the “driver error” cause in media coverage in 2011. A performer can attempt to define a situation, but ultimately the reality of the impression lies with the audience: once driver error was generally accepted by the public, NHTSA was forced to concede with Toyota, ending the frame negotiation.
Governmental sources mainly structured problem definitions by pointing to Toyota and NHTSA’s responsibility for the lack of accountability during the crisis. Members of Congress and the House of Representatives most commonly appeared in media articles during the February 2010 congressional hearings. While Toyota did not escape criticism during the resonance and resolution phases, Members of Congress and the House of Representatives also pointed to NHTSA’s responsibility as a regulator, and their failure to adequately investigate the issue of SUA. Ultimately, this was not unfavourable for Toyota; the company was no longer the primary focus of attacks in later news articles about the NHTSA’s role in the crisis. NHTSA also eventually supported Toyota’s framing of the causes of the crisis, conceeding that driver error was the root of the SUA issue.

*Toyota Spokespersons*

Miller and Riechart (2001) note that the emergence phase is characterized by a predominance of public relations sources (i.e. in the event of a corporate crisis). While early reports (e.g. Mitchell, September 30) accepted Toyota’s framing of the floor mats as the cause of SUA, the emergence phase was very brief. Toyota essentially missed the opportunity to gain credibility and the issues cycle progressed to the uncertain definition phase. Toyota was generally vague and unresponsive until February/March 2010, continually denying an electronic cause and failing to propose an effective remedy. Toyota was ultimately unable to convince the public of its control or authority over the situation in 2009.
Toyota sources initially denied any possible cause of the accidents outside of floor mats and sticking brake pedals. While this was initially accepted by the media, news articles began to doubt Toyota’s interpretation of the causes of SUA as early as November 2009. The news media began to report on the issue using competing frames from Toyota and other sources to diagnose the cause of the problem. For example, an article in the *New York Times* illustrated these framing negotiations between industry experts, Toyota, and consumers:

> Independent vehicle-testing firms have found that acceleration problems can occur in Toyotas even when floor mats were not present . . . A spokesman for Toyota, Irv Miller, said the company had “no indication” that acceleration problems were caused by anything other than floor mats jamming gas pedals . . . Some consumers question the floor-mat explanation.

(Vlasic & Bunkley, November 26)

This is another example of framing negotiation intended to criticize Toyota’s crisis communication efforts, as well as its failed strategic communication. While the inclusion of multiple sources is generally intended to give articles a balanced impression, this article uses competing sources to structure critical framing of Toyota’s explanations of SUA. Toyota’s credibility is put into question, as the journalist surrounds Toyota’s claims with doubts from both a vehicle testing firm as well as consumers. Irv Miller’s claims that Toyota has “no indication” of an alternative cause casts general doubt on its claims, as they are highlighted through scare quotes that generally imply journalistic distance or sarcasm (Deacon et. al, 2007). Toyota’s attempt to manipulate opinion through the use of denial and vague communication are ultimately undermined by the journalist’s critical framing.
During the definition phase, unnamed Toyota sources were used to discredit and cast doubt on Toyota’s management and corporate identity. Anonymous “managers” and “engineers” from Toyota were cited in articles criticizing Toyota’s actions or presenting a glimpse into the internal discord within the company’s communication in citations such as, “‘[t]he only way we find out anything about the crisis is through the media,’ said a high-ranking Toyota chief engineer in Japan. ‘Does Mr. Toyoda have the ability to lead? That’s on every employee’s mind’” (Shirozu & Sanchanta, February 23). Internal emails were also leaked to the media, where employees made statements like, “if the engineer who knows the failures well attends the meeting, NHTSA will ask a bunch of questions about the [electronics] . . . I want to avoid such situations” (Pfeifer & Bensinger, August 3). These statements exposed internal weaknesses, and structured overall negative framing of Toyota’s corporate identity and culture. While the Toyota Way was framed positively during the initial phase of the crisis, these sources cast doubt on the strength of Toyota’s internal operations. In this sense, Toyota’s corporate identity became framed as a cause of the problems, rather than a suggested remedy.

Toyota used various appeals to American cultural values in their impression management during the crisis. In February 2010, Toyota sources defensively attempted to structure problem definitions and suggested remedies through an American cultural framework. Defining Toyota as an American car and a contributor to the United States economy was an important aspect of Toyota’s image repair strategy, particularly during the February 2010 congressional hearings. Toyota spokespersons defensively projected an image of the company as attentive to American drivers and as committed to producing
vehicles in the United States. News reports selected Toyota’s defensive responses in excerpts of heated exchanges during the congressional hearings, such as:

In one testy exchange, Mr. Inaba seemed to chafe at the notion that Toyotas aren't American vehicles. “You are driving an American car,” Mr. Inaba replied, later adding, “The Camry hybrid is produced here. And vast majority of the parts are coming from the United States.”

(Linebaugh & Mitchell, February 25)

The inclusion of these statements is particularly important when considering the cultural frames that emerged in the media framing analysis. Toyota’s insistence that its cars were American, and that a significant amount of its manufacturing occurred in the United States structured a counter-frame to external attacks claiming the opposite. The presence of these quotations helped to implicitly define the tone of the article, as well as the overall implications of the recalls on the United States. These statements also shaped Toyota’s image in media frames; Toyota’s statements reflected its strong disagreement when portrayed as unconcerned with its American drivers. This appeal to American cultural sentiments and downplaying of Toyota’s identity as a Japanese car company showed Toyota’s shift in response to public opinion in the United States (i.e. media coverage).

The role of Toyota sources in news framing is highly important in understanding Toyota’s initial mistakes in their public relations strategy — and the limitations of using the principles of strategic, rather than communicative action in crisis communication. As stated, news coverage during the emergence phase of a public relations crisis is generally characterized by primarily public relations sources. Toyota had the opportunity to respond to reports of other issues in their vehicles, but instead continued to deny them and insist on the floor mats as the cause of the problem. Later on in the crisis, anonymous internal sources revealed fundamental weaknesses in internal communication and
operations, which further impeded image repair efforts by Toyota. Finally, defensive responses from Toyota sources were also cited in news reports criticizing their response in the United States, and were an important part of framing negotiations in articles during the 2010 congressional hearings. Toyota’s most effective communication was in its more comprehensive and transparent response to the crisis, which ultimately shifted frame negotiations between sources and worked in its favour.

The findings reveal in response to RQ1.1, that source selection had a fundamental role in defining the causes of the crisis in media content, as well as framing responsibility during the recall period. The different sources that were selected (e.g. drivers, industry experts, and government sources) played different roles in structuring media framing at different points in the issues framing cycle. Ultimately, drivers and industry experts structured problem and causal definitions during the definition phase, competing with Toyota sources. Drivers created a human-interest frame for articles, while industry experts may have provided a more impartial perspective than Toyota’s public relations spokespersons. Governmental sources structured framing of Toyota and NHTSA’s responsibility when a recall is necessitated as well as communicating transparently and cooperating with safety regulations. Finally, “leaked” Toyota sources contributed to negative framing of Toyota’s corporate identity and culture. Defensive statements by Toyota sources were included in articles regarding its commitment to American consumers, indicating a shift in response from Toyota based on public opinion. Toyota’s efforts to establish the causes of SUA and establish credibility were ultimately impacted by these sourcing practices, which influenced problem definitions, diagnosis of causes, moral evaluations, and suggested remedies during the crisis.
Culturally Embedded Themes

Frames are located not only in the communicator, the text, and the receiver, but also in the culture at large (Kuypers, cited in Reese, 2010). In this sense, frames act as central organizing ideas that provide interpretive cues to the reader by contextualizing stories through pre-accepted cultural frames. The following section addresses RQ1.2 by identifying and discussing key culturally embedded frames uncovered in the news framing analysis. The following frames were determined to be the most important in the data analyzed: corporate image, cultural identity, and modern technology. Media reporting focused heavily on frames with cultural resonance, and established a series of culturally embedded frames through the definition of problems, diagnosis of causes, and suggestion of remedies related to Toyota’s corporate image, Japanese and American culture, and the technology in Toyota vehicles. News framing of Toyota’s corporate image initially diagnosed the cause of the problem as Toyota’s loss of its traditional values, and later shifted to definitions of Toyota’s corporate culture as the cause of the recall problems. The American media in the sample used Japanese and American cultural frames to define problems, diagnose causes, and suggest remedies related to physical proximity, communication, and American production and jobs. Finally, technology was initially framed as a problem, and later as a suggested remedy when driver error was established as the root cause of the SUA accidents. The following sections discuss these key frames, and contextualize the analysis with news values (i.e. Galtung & Ruge, 1965; Hall et al., 1978) and issue framing (i.e. Miller & Riechart, 2001) discussed in the literature review.
Corporate Image

The following discussion of corporate image is rooted in the shifting, subjective understanding of reality (i.e. James, 1981a; 1981b; Goffman, 1974) discussed in the theoretical framework. In this sense, corporate image is examined as a shifting concept based on factors including socially embedded cultural themes and the influences inherent in the issues cycle.

Toyota’s corporate image was a culturally embedded theme in itself, as its branding as a safe and reliable car was commonly recognized and accepted in media coverage. As such, news framing of the Toyota crisis attempted to reconcile Toyota’s previous image related to the safety and quality of its vehicles with the widespread reports of vehicular defects. To address this issue, the American media frequently referenced Toyota’s prior image in contrast to the current recalls as a point of interest, and attempted to reconcile the gap between the two through different explanations related to Toyota’s corporate values. Toyota’s rapid global expansion was specifically framed as the cause of the loss of Toyota’s focus on safety and quality. Later, problem definitions shifted to defining these same values as the root of the problem. Media reporting began to doubt the competency of Toyota’s internal processes and sincerity of its corporate values, and focused on the foundations of Toyota’s production and management as potential causes of the vehicular defects. Toyota’s lack of transparency and prioritization of profits over the safety of its customers were also framed as a consequence of corrupt corporate interests.
During the early definition phase, the media consistently framed Toyota’s current recalls as a departure from the values that led to their previous success. This finding was consistent with news values criteria in the literature reviewed (e.g. Galtung & Ruge, 1965; Hall et al., 1978), as unexpected events increase the impact of a news article. Initial media framing of the crisis focused on the surprising contrast between Toyota’s former image regarding its safety and reliability, and Toyota’s series of accident reports and recalls. For instance, an article suggested that the scrutiny was rooted in the higher expectations for Toyota vehicles, “if this were Chrysler would the recall get this much attention? No, because they’re not known for making great cars” (Segal, February 7). This statement contextualizes the crisis in relation to Toyota’s prior success, and implies the resulting impact on Toyota’s current image and reputation. While the recalls already met other criteria for news values, they were consistently framed in this way as unexpected events, in contrast to Toyota’s prior safe and reliable image. In this respect, the crisis heavily undermined aspects of Toyota’s image in relation to the safety and reliability of its vehicles. News articles further referred to Toyota’s recalls in the context of its reputation in statements such as, “the recalls were a significant blow to Toyota, the world's biggest auto company, which had built its sales on a reputation for quality” (Maynard, January 29). This article emphasizes the particular impact of the recalls, due to Toyota’s role as the world’s biggest auto company, and as a company that had built its reputation on the quality of its vehicles. The fact that it was Toyota facing widespread complaints of safety and quality was newsworthy and unexpected in itself, and news articles commonly framed the crisis in this way.
Beyond the “unexpected” aspect of the crisis, media reporting looked to pinpoint a cause of the shift from Toyota’s prior image in light of the series of global recalls. Toyota’s rapid, global expansion from 2003-2008 was defined as the main cause of its safety and quality issues during the definition phase. Numerous articles pointed to Toyota’s perceived past success in its global expansion as the reason for the diminished quality that might have led to the recalls. For example, one article directly associated Toyota’s global expansion and increased sales with the consequence of diminished quality:

Three or four years ago, senior Honda executive demanded to know . . . how arch rival Toyota could expand its production and sales so quickly and still keep quality intact . . . now they're getting the answer: Toyota's once-vaunted quality actually was eroding.

(Ingrassia, January 29).

This article implies that Toyota had a “once-vaunted” reputation for quality in the past (Ibid), but identifies its expansion as the cause of the now eroding quality in Toyota vehicles causing the 2009-2010 global recalls. A potential source of Toyota’s quality problems was identified as Toyota’s loss of its corporate values. The shift in Toyota’s priorities (i.e. producing quality vehicles to rapid global expansion) was identified as another reason for the quality and safety problems associated with the recalls. As such, the media identified Toyota’s dissociation from its corporate identity as a result of the rapid growth that characterized Toyota’s global expansion (i.e. from 2003-2008). Toyota’s desire to be “number one” was symptomatic of their subsequent downfall, as quality was viewed as a sacrifice in Toyota’s push to be the world’s biggest automaker.

Reasoning devices in news articles implied remedies of returning to Toyota’s core values, “many say the automaker privately set aside its ‘Toyota Way’ mantra of quality,
becoming less cautious and more aggressive” (Glionna & Masters, January 29). This aggression was ultimately symptomatic of Toyota’s departure from the Toyota Way, and resulted in a lack of focus and attention to detail. In numerous statements to American media, Toyota responded to this media frame by framing a corrective action approach to address its loss of touch with the values of the Toyota Way (e.g. Toyota, November 25). As such, Toyota framed its recovery as a return to these core principles, which is discussed further in the section on public relations framing.

Furthermore, Toyota’s portrayal as focused on expansion and profits rather than safety was ultimately a reflection of failed impression management. Toyota’s defensive claims of prioritizing customer safety were undermined by leaked internal documents hailing the benefits of saving costs on limited recalls and fixing floor mats rather than electronics:

The company blamed incidents on floor mats, instead of a potentially more costly defect with the car itself. The PowerPoint also lists among ‘wins’ NHTSA’s decision to close safety investigations of the Toyota Tacoma truck without ordering recalls, and delays to new safety rules that saved the company hundreds of millions of dollars.

(King & Mitchell, February 22)

These leaked documents supported media framing of the recalls as cost-cutting measures, and supported the framing of Toyota’s corporate identity as focused primarily on saving money rather than addressing potentially life-threatening defects in its vehicles. This directly opposed Toyota’s image repair efforts, which described issuing “voluntary” recalls in the interests of preserving the safety of Toyota drivers. Within this critical
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29 The defects in Toyota vehicles did not occur suddenly during the phase of Toyota’s rapid growth; they were made over a wide period of time and in different parts of the organization. The high volume of the recalls also did not constitute the number of errors in Toyota vehicles, but rather the size of the manufacturer, despite media reports that emphasized the scale of the recalls (Liker & Ogden, 2011).
frame, the floor mat excuse was viewed as an attempt to find an easy and cost effective solution to the problem, rather than address the actual safety risk of SUA. Despite Toyota’s continued denial of an electronic cause, and framing of the recalls as “voluntary” (e.g. Toyota, May 19), the limited recalls were framed in media coverage as indicative of Toyota’s concern for its financial recovery, rather than the safety of their customers.

Ultimately, Toyota’s early image repair efforts were impeded by its “strategic” efforts to preserve its image and distort the truth. The company faced criticism regarding its lack of transparency with the public and its initial unresponsiveness to public concern about the recalls. Toyota’s initial reluctance to communicate about the situation was framed as dishonest and immoral in numerous articles. This even impacted Toyota once it began to recall vehicles, as articles portrayed the company as being “dragged screaming and kicking to disclose the truth about potentially lethal defects in its products” (Lazarus, February 11). As such, Toyota was ultimately forced to communicate more transparently with the American public. Media framing became more favourable when Toyota admitted fault, took action to inform the public quickly, and demonstrate transparency in communication. Numerous articles including “Doubt Cast on Toyota's Decision to Blame Sudden Acceleration on Gas Pedal Defect” referred to Toyota’s efforts to correct the situation and inform the public as “more responsive” than its earlier denials (Bensinger & Vartabedian, January 30). Toyota’s use of more open and transparent image repair through corrective action efforts were generally perceived as positive steps forward, and an indication that it was starting to prioritize customers (Ibid).
In March 2010, media coverage began to decline slightly in volume and in negative tone, but the framing of Toyota’s corporate identity remained critical. To preserve its reputation, Toyota began to distance the “Toyota Way” of management from its mistakes during the crisis. An example of this negative media framing can be seen through explanations of Toyota’s failure to communicate\(^\text{30}\) with the American public through the comparison to its once-renowned corporate identity and culture:

> Tendency to dismiss customer complaints and lack of a clear procedure for handing safety problems were among flaws identified…the very culture that works so well for them when things are stable and predictable really doesn't work when you're dealing with a fast-paced crisis.
> 
> (Bunkley, May 24)

While these qualities made Toyota globally renowned for the quality and safety of its vehicles, the philosophy of the Toyota Way was doubted for its sustainability in a crisis situation. The benefits of the Toyota Way were largely undisputed for their role in facilitating Toyota’s past success, but the media questioned whether it was a better philosophy for smaller production, rather than global expansion. This is particularly interesting from the perspective of SCCT, which states that an organization’s prior image decreases the overall reputational impact of the crisis (Coombs, 2007). In Toyota’s case, it was unable to draw upon its prior image to recover because it was put under such high scrutiny. As discussed, Toyota focused its communication on returning to its traditional values, claiming that the company had lost sight of the Toyota Way admit rapid global expansion. From a strategic perspective, this allowed Toyota to defend its past reputation

\(^{30}\) This failure to communicate was heavily criticized during the crisis, and explicitly stated in a New York Times article even after media criticism had subsided, “the very culture that works so well for them when things are stable and predictable really doesn't work when you're dealing with a fast-paced crisis” (Bunkley, May 24).
and focus corrective action on returning to its image related to the safety and reliability of its vehicles.

*Cultural Identity and Nationalism*

Cultural identity and nationalism were important aspects of media framing of Toyota’s self-presentation. In general, cultural proximity to a given issue in the news increases its news value (Galtung & Ruge, 1965). Consistent with the literature reviewed, Toyota’s Japanese roots were emphasized in news reporting to interpret and explain their actions during the crisis. Definitions of Toyota as a “Japanese” company did not constitute a positive or negative frame, but provided a culturally embedded frame from which American media applied reasoning devices to interpret, justify, and explain Toyota’s crisis decision-making.

Toyota’s Japanese roots were a consistent part of media coverage during the crisis, but Japan was used differently in media frames as the crisis progressed. Media linked problems within Toyota as a symptom of the flaws in Japanese management. As discussed, returning to the core values of the Toyota brand was suggested early into the crisis (i.e. September 2009-January 2010), and shifted to a criticism of Toyota’s corporate culture. This extended to a scrutiny of Japanese management in general. It was reported that “[Toyota] had cultural stereotypes working in its favour—the image of the disciplined Japanese corporation with uncompromising quality standards” (Goodman, August 22). In media coverage in the sample, Toyota was consistently defined as “Japanese”, and did not necessitate the overall tone of the frame in itself. Frames were coded to account for this aspect, but articles were not defined as cultural frames unless
several framing and reasoning devices supporting an overall cultural frame were found within the article.

Toyota was consistently identified across the crisis as a “Japanese” company in news articles, but this frame transitioned from a neutral, descriptive tone of the company to highly critical framing of its internal operations and processes. As such, the Japanese cultural frame became defined as a cause of the recall problems. The media framed Toyota’s inability to listen to the concerns of internal workers as a symptom of the Japanese culture of deference within corporations. The Japanese corporate culture was typically described as a heavily bureaucratic atmosphere where it was difficult to raise issues and concerns. For example, one article stated that the Toyota Way “makes it hard for those lower in the hierarchy to question their superiors or inform them about problems . . . [and] to challenge what has been decided or designed” (Kingston, February 5). Toyota’s corporate culture became commonly interpreted as effective in its success to date, but as a rigid structure that made Toyota vulnerable when faced with problems. While once an asset to Toyota’s image, this aspect of its corporate identity became identified as a weakness in media coverage.

Suggested remedies in American media included focusing image repair efforts to an American audience, particularly during Toyota’s congressional hearings. Recommendations centered on facing the United States-based crisis by conforming to American expectations of behaviour. American newspapers overwhelmingly stressed the importance of Toyoda’s physical presence at the United States Congress hearings in statements like, “The person who's accountable is the CEO . . . he needs to be here” (Tabuchi & Vlasic, February 6). Toyoda’s reluctance to visit the United States was a
subject of particularly heavy criticism in the American media. Toyoda’s appearance did not go smoothly, and was dissected in detail in American media but ultimately it was a positive move for the company. Facing the crisis and congressional questioning was essential, and the beginning of more transparent and open communication by Toyota.

As established in the literature review, a given impression by an actor is dependent on the perceptions of the audience judging the impression. Akio Toyoda’s Japanese culture was used to anchor various reasoning devices in coverage of the congressional hearings. News articles depicted Akio Toyoda in culturally oppositional terms; as Toyoda used a translator for the majority of the proceedings, the language barrier framed problem definitions in media reporting:

Mr. Toyoda, who answered questions in Japanese after reading a statement in English, struggled to convince lawmakers that the company had fixed all the problems behind incidents of sudden acceleration.

(Linebaugh & Mitchell, February 25)

The connection of responding to questions in Japanese is connected to Toyoda’s perceived struggle to convince lawmakers that the problems behind SUA had been resolved. The journalist implies that Toyoda’s inability to communicate directly in English is connected to its failure to assert its credibility on the issue of SUA. Second, beyond the language barrier, Toyoda was also criticized for crying during his public apology. While crying is accepted in Japanese culture as a form of apology, the American media described these actions unfavourably. Articles in the American media defined and explained his actions in the Japanese context, “otoko naki, crying while maintaining masculinity” (Inada & Sanchanta, February 26). Despite this, articles applauded Toyoda for adapting to other American cultural norms of apology. Toyoda did not bow, which is
typical behaviour in Japan, “when in Rome, do as the Romans do . . . he didn't bow. He did absorb the blows” (White & Landers, February 25). This was reported positively, although the article notes the cultural differences between American and Japanese executives with a critical tone, “[in Japan, they] bow deeply. They express regret. Often they resign…[Americans] don't bow. Instead, they . . . brace to endure humiliating interrogations by lawmakers” (Ibid). Akio Toyoda’s emotional response to his apology was explained in media coverage by his Japanese culture. Regardless of whether this was accurate, Toyoda’s stereotypical “Japanese” actions were framed negatively, while “American” actions (e.g. shaking hands rather than bowing) were framed more positively.

Media framing throughout the timeframe of analysis continued to respond more positively to American cultural behaviour, and diagnose Toyota’s Japanese actions and behaviour as problematic. As Toyota began to recover from the crisis, suggested remedies became firmly located within the American cultural frame. Articles including “At Toyota, a Cultural Shift” structured a more favourable description of Toyota’s actions in the context of increased collaboration with its American operations:

Instead of Japanese engineers telling Toyota's American executives only the information they felt was necessary for them to know, the engineers are now seeking the Americans out for suggestions on how to improve.
(Maynard, June 3)

The implied suggested remedy indicates that Toyota continue involving its American executives in decision-making. American media framed this more favourably in contrast to Toyota’s insular Japanese management model. These frames followed Toyota’s repeated commitment to globalizing decision-making, and its appointment of a Quality
Task Force (Toyota, May 19). Finally, media coverage following the 2011 Japanese tsunami and earthquake used this event to continue this cultural frame. The media continued to suggest remedies that Toyota move its production out of Japan. Toyota faced criticism for its “insistence on making almost half of its cars in Japan and shipping them overseas . . . Still, Mr. Toyoda said the company was committed to keeping production—and jobs—in Japan” (Tabuchi, April 23). While the events of the tsunami and earthquake added a new component to the cultural frame, this was coded as a continuation of the suggested remedy of conforming to American culture.

As discussed in the literature review (e.g. Van Gorp, 2010), cultural framing appeals to ideas and values that are already accepted by the readers of news content. As such, these frames promote a certain logical framework from which readers can interpret an article and gain an opinion about a concept or idea. The findings suggest that problems were defined and explained by the American media from the perspective of generally accepted cultural norms and attitudes about Japanese culture. While Toyota did not actively project a “Japanese” image to the American public, the media were sensitive to this issue and framed reporting of the recalls in light of Toyota’s Japanese identity. Ultimately, Japanese and American cultural frames contributed to both positive and negative framing of Toyota at respective points during the issues framing cycle. These cultural frames identified Toyota’s Japanese management style as problematic during the definition period, but Toyota was able to begin repairing its image through its insistence on its contribution to American employment and the United States economy. American cultural framing was an important aspect of Toyota’s image repair, and was an important turning point in media framing of the crisis.
Technology as Problem and Remedy

The inclusion of technology within media framing provided insight into how modern technology functions within culturally embedded framing, particularly during a recall. Media coverage included frames of modern technology as both a problem and a suggested remedy. The modern technology frame experienced a sharp shift during the crisis (e.g. Figure 2), as the media framed technology as a problem and later suggested as a remedy to improve safety. Articles such as “Bring Back the Off Switch” (Jenkins, December 1) focused on the unreliability of complex technologies (e.g. a sudden electrical failure resulting in unintended acceleration), while articles published when driver error was accepted as a cause framed new brake override software as a remedy to Toyota’s problems. When electronic defects were ruled out as a potential cause, news articles turned to technology as a remedy for increasing the safety of vehicles.
Figure 2: Technology as a Problem and Remedy in News Articles

Media framing regarding the electronic cause of the Toyota accidents began as early as October 2009, where this frame intersected with the modern technology frame. The failure of complex technology provided a potential explanation to clarify public confusion surrounding the cause of the accidents. The media used the technological frame to diagnose causes of the sudden acceleration problem, linking complex technological features to risk and danger. For example, in an early article about the recall, a reporter posed the rhetorical question, “might a vehicles complex electronic features make it hard for drivers to react quickly when accelerating out of control?”, drawing attention to the potential dangers of using complex technology (Vartabedian & Bensinger, October 18). The complex electronic features of the car were framed as problematic, rather than the drivers of Toyota vehicles. In this sense, technology was framed as unreliable and
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31 This figure is reflective of the qualitative frames observed in the analysis, and is not quantitative. As such, the purpose of this figure is to represent the qualitative frames and framing shifts that emerged across the timeframe of the study.
difficult to control in emergency situations. Diagnosis of electronic causes of SUA continued in 2010, where other reports noted the potential for automotive software to fail. Likewise, other early coverage, such as “Toyota Set to Recall some Hybrids in Japan” directly linked software to technological failure: “when there's software there's often bugs” (Maxwell & Shirouzu, February 9). This frame was consistent across the sample during the emergence phase, suggesting that technology may be subject to blame in media coverage when alternate explanations are unavailable. Electronic features associated with technology, rather than driver error, were commonly linked to the incidents of SUA during the emergence phase of the crisis.

The findings further suggest that technology was used as a cultural frame to resonate strongly with the public, particularly during the uncertain definition phase of the crisis. News values (e.g. Galtung & Ruge, 1965; Hall et al., 1978) state that the media are more likely to emphasize aspects of a story that will resonate with the public in order to increase the saliency of a story. While Toyota claimed that the floor mats were to blame for SUA, news reporting of the Toyota crisis suggested a possible electronic cause within just two months of Mark Saylor’s fatal accident. Technology is not specifically included within news values theory, but Marks and colleagues (2007) note that in general, individuals tend to overemphasize the risks of unknown phenomena (i.e. complex technologies, natural disasters), while familiar risks are largely underestimated.

As discussed in the previous section, technology was identified as the cause of SUA and was structured as such primarily through emotional driver reports during the early definition phase. The modern technology frame criticized technological
advancement in modern vehicles for taking away control from drivers; frames of the uncertainty of modern technology also explicitly included the element of fear:

With each model year, vehicles are morphing into powerful, computerized machines that substitute electronic brains for the brawn of heavy bodies . . . the downside . . . cars are becoming scary again. The new, electro-digital automobiles are difficult for laymen to comprehend or repair. These failures can be impossible for even experts to diagnose.

(Maxwell & Shirouzu, February 9)

As discussed in the section on driver sources, emotional framing commonly accompanied the technological frame. The complex features of vehicles were linked to descriptions of technology as a “scary” element of the unknown, where even mechanics and other experts were unable to appropriately identify problems and repair them. However, as frames of the cause shifted to driver error, the American media generally stopped framing the problem in relation to modern technology and electronics. The advantages of these electronic features were not discussed within the technology frame from the onset of the crisis until March 2010.

In March 2010, the framing of technology shifted in media reporting; technology was framed as a suggested remedy, rather than as a problem (e.g. Figure 2). This coincided with the emergence of driver error as a cause, rather than electronics (e.g. Figure 1). Features such as brake override software were viewed in a positive light as a potential way to remedy the problem of defects in vehicles. For example, one article reacted favourably to the fixes, “a decade ago, Toyota's relatively low cost Lexus fix probably wouldn't have been available…consumers are better off” (White, April 21). The potential risks associated with the technology in Toyota vehicles were not discussed during this phase of the framing cycle. Toyota was even criticized for being behind other
companies with regard to safety-related technology and innovation (e.g. Glucker, November 5; Puzzanghera & Bensinger, March 3). Suggested remedies within technological frames in 2010 and 2012 also included the government’s role as a safety regulator, “NHTSA investigators . . . would rather focus on floor mats than microchips because they understand floor mats” (Puzzanghera & Bensinger, March 3). Other suggested remedies even included the need for increased governmental funding for Toyota to keep up with new automotive technologies (e.g. Vartabedian & Bensinger, February 7). These findings indicate that while public relations actions are important during a crisis, various external factors (e.g. the issues cycle; news values) also play a critical role in how problems and remedies are framed.

Overall, the findings from the qualitative analysis of media framing of technology support the finding that modern technology was defined as both a problem and a suggested remedy at different points of the crisis. This presents important implications for crisis planning and management from the perspective of the framing cycle. While technology was blamed as the cause of the crisis during the emergence phase of the framing cycle (i.e. a time of high uncertainty), it was also used as a solution as coverage declined, and the framing cycle began to reach the resonance phase. While Toyota’s initially vague communication did not help media framing of its electronic features, this observation may be reflective of even broader media framing patterns. As technology was a particularly salient cultural frame during both phases of the crisis, this suggests that technology is used for different purposes depending both on the particular stage of the crisis, and the attitudes of the public. These findings suggest that technology is a cultural
frame that connotes fear during times of uncertainty, and offers potential hope and solutions once these issues are resolved.

As established in the literature review, an examination of media framing sheds light onto how everyday reality is organized by the public. Understanding patterns in media framing through the framing cycle and general news values is important to a study of corporate image and image repair, as it helps to understand the climate of public opinion beyond corporate activities to repair image. The findings in this section detailed the ways in which different sources were used to structure culturally embedded frames in news reporting of Toyota. The discussion also addressed the ways in which media framing of a crisis interacts with public relations strategies, and how this can impact corporate image. Identifying how corporate identity, cultural identity, and modern technology were framed in media reporting is central to contextualizing the following discussion of Toyota’s image repair activities in the next section of this thesis.

**Public Relations Framing**

As discussed in the literature review, corporate image is comprised of the impression given by an organization, and the impression that is actually made upon the public. It is important to examine both aspects of corporate image in order to respond to RQ2, which asks how Toyota framed its image during the crisis. Informed by the discussion of media framing, this section addresses the ways in which Toyota framed its corporate image in press releases during the timeframe of the study.

The framing analysis revealed the ways in which Toyota framed various attributes of its corporate image, as well as the image repair strategies that were used to frame
issues and attribute responsibility during the crisis. The major frames observed in
Toyota’s projected image included its corporate identity, corporate brand, and the use of
image repair strategies; particularly denial, corrective action, and mortification. Overall,
there were no dramatic shifts in projected framing by Toyota during the crisis, which
focused consistently on safety, although it began to emphasize quality in addition to the
safety of its vehicles when media coverage reached the resolution phase. Toyota began to
focus on its identity as a global, rather than “Japanese” company approximately six
months into the crisis, and emphasized its commitment to quality as media scrutiny of the
safety of its cars decreased. Toyota also began to defensively stress its commitment to
transparency with consumers and the American public following intense media criticism
of its vague communication. While Toyota’s consistently employed a corrective action
strategy, this approach to image repair was only effective once it had demonstrated these
efforts.

**Framing Attributes of the “Toyota” Image**

Responding to RQ2.1 of what attributes of corporate image were framed, and when
required investigating the ways in which Toyota described its own corporate image in
press releases during the crisis, which aspects of corporate image were discussed, and
whether this shifted during the crisis. The findings showed that Toyota’s press releases
discussed the Toyota Way, its corporate identity as a “global” company (i.e. rather than
Japanese), and stressed the values of quality, safety, and transparency. During the crisis,
Toyota began to emphasize the specific importance of its American customers and
improving its global operations, and stopping framing its corporate identity (i.e. the
Toyota Way) through Japanese cultural references and words. This shift happened amid media criticism that Toyota was not committed to the safety of its American customers, which indicated that Toyota was beginning to monitor framing in media coverage and actively respond to it. With regard to Toyota’s brand of safety and quality, it exhibited a consistent emphasis on safety throughout the crisis period studied, and focused on articulating steps to improve the quality of its vehicles beginning in February 2010.

Figure 3: Framing of Attributes in Press Releases

This figure is reflective of the qualitative frames observed in the analysis, and is not quantitative. As such, the purpose of this figure is to represent the qualitative frames and framing shifts that emerged across the timeframe of the study.
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Toyota emphasized global attributes of its corporate image beginning in February 2010. Toyota projected this through a series of actions, including the creation of a global quality assurance team and allocating more decision-making authority to Toyota executives outside of Japan and improving its internal communication on a global scale. These strategies coincided with harsh media criticism regarding Toyota’s commitment to transparency with the American public, and the unwillingness of Toyota’s Japanese executives to confront the crisis in the United States.

To remedy the problem, Toyota focused communication on its efforts to allocate more decision-making authority in its American operations. Toyota was conscious of the need to allocate more authority in North America, using the phrasing, “[we are] giving Toyota's North American leaders a greater voice in safety decision-making” in numerous press releases in May 2010 (Toyota, May 19). In addition to asserting the increased role of its North American offices, Toyota emphasized the company’s American attributes in press release statements such as:

Toyata established operations in the United States in 1957 and currently operates 10 manufacturing plants . . . Toyota directly employs nearly 34,000 in the United States and its investment here is currently valued at more than 18 billion.

(Ibid)

Toyota is self-described as a well-established feature of American production, and as a contributor to employment and investment in the economy to further emphasize its commitment and role in the United States. These statements are indicative of Toyota’s overall defensive response to accusations that the company was not “American”, and a part of its strategy to establish its commitment to the American economy and
employment (e.g. Linebaugh & Mitchell, February 25). More importantly, this defensive response indicates that Toyota was aware of the culturally embedded themes in media framing at this time, and shifted its image repair activities to respond to its framing as an insular company primarily focused on their base in Japan. Toyota’s iteration of the company’s well-established history in the United States, contribution to employment and investment, commitment to improving safety and quality on a global scale, and willingness to cooperate with American authorities was a defensive response to this scrutiny.

Toyota’s framing of its corporate identity and values later shifted in response to media criticism of its commitment to responding to the crisis in the United States. In response, Toyota initially framed the loss of its core corporate values as a cause of the problems, framing the remedy to the situation as returning to the Toyota Way values. However, in response to this shift in media framing, Toyota began to frame attributes of the Toyota Way differently in press releases. For example, in press releases during the definition phase of the crisis, Toyota directly referred to the Toyota Way in its original Japanese (i.e. “genchi genbutsu”), in statements like, “we are sincerely taking to heart customer feedback through genchi genbutsu” (Toyota, February 17). While this indicated an attempt to rely on the Toyota Way’s previous reputation, Toyota’s use of Japanese words in press releases directed to its American customers was not an effective response to media framing at the time. As discussed in the media framing section, Toyota’s
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33 The Toyota Way (i.e. the principles guiding Toyota’s management and corporate philosophy) was initially framed in media coverage as an important aspect of Toyota’s past success, but media framing later shifted to its flaws during the definition phase of the crisis.

34 Genchi genbutsu is a key pillar of the Toyota Way, and directly translates as “go and see for yourself”. It involves approaching decision-making from the root of the problem. (Liker & Ögden, 2011).
Japanese style of management and safety standards were framed negatively in comparison to American standards. In later public statements, Toyota maintained their commitment to the Toyota Way, but did translate references to its corporate philosophy into English in public relations material beginning in March 2010. Numerous press releases referred instead to Toyota’s “core values” rather than specifically articulating their Japanese roots in statements such as, “the pillars of the Toyota Way are ‘respect for people’ and ‘continuous improvement’. These remain core values—and we'll adhere closely to them as we make vehicle safety our top priority” (Toyota, March 2). In these statements, Toyota articulated its core values in English instead, and pledged to be attentive to quality assurance across all global operations (i.e. not just those in Japan). This indicated that Toyota’s image repair strategy remained centered on returning to the basics of the Toyota Way, but their communication became more inclusive and directed towards a global audience. This contributed to Toyota’s overall framing of its commitment to the United States and its identity as an American, or global company.

Toyota’s shift in the framing of its Japanese attributes (e.g. the Toyota Way) as well as its emphasis on the importance of its global operations also indicated that the company was monitoring media coverage and formulating a response based on their characterization in the public sphere. Toyota’s shift in its crisis communication (e.g. using American-centric language) was a positive step forward in its image repair because it was a direct response to public discourse. Taking steps to improve communication across its global operations and communicate about Toyota in culturally sensitive terms were effective in combating criticism in the media (e.g. Maynard, June 3). This finding supports this thesis’ recommendation of maintaining cultural sensitivity in crisis
communication with international audiences, and tailoring all aspects of messaging to affected publics accordingly.

**Corporate Brand: Safety and Quality**

While media framing during the early stages of the crisis contrasted the recalls with Toyota’s previous reputation for safety and quality, Toyota continued to insist that these values remained its top priorities in its press releases. Safety continued to be stressed as one of Toyota’s core values, but Toyota emphasized this attribute most strongly during the issues definition phase. There were no major attempts by Toyota to re-brand or emphasize different brand values; the company relied on their previous reputation to recover from the crisis. It insisted that safety and quality remained important values, in addition to customer satisfaction. In this sense, Toyota’s external communication included a particular emphasis on safety as the crisis reached its peak, and later shifted to quality and transparency as it started to recover and faced ongoing concerns about the quality of its products. Through image repair strategies beginning in February 2010, Toyota admitted that they needed to improve their communication and transparency with regulators, lawmakers, and the American public.

Toyota framed its past reputation defensively in its early response to the crisis. In early statements to the public, Toyota tried to bolster its reputation for safety when framing the problem:

> We believe our vehicles to be the safest on the road today…we are instructing all of our Lexus and Toyota dealers to immediately inspect
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35 This period is defined as January, 2010-March, 2010. News articles remained critical after March 2010, but this point is defined as the period where coverage began to decrease slowly both in frequency and in negative tone.
their new, used, and loaner fleet vehicles and we urge all other automakers, dealers, vehicle owners, and the independent service and car wash industries to assure that any floor mat, whether factory or aftermarket, is correct for the vehicle and properly installed and secured.

(Toyota, September 14)

At this stage of the crisis, Toyota’s past reputation was not under scrutiny. In this statement, the problem is defined as the floor mat placement, rather than defects in the vehicles themselves. Toyota emphasizes safety as a key attribute of its vehicles, maintaining that it manufactures the “safest” cars on the road (Ibid). As Coombs and Holladay (2002) note, companies with favourable reputations prior to a crisis, like Toyota, have an easier time establishing credibility and recovering from them. While SCCT (Coombs, 2007) states that companies can lean on a strong past reputation during a crisis, Toyota found it difficult to do so when its entire reputation was put into question. However, in the early stages of the crisis, emphasizing positive attributes, rather than admitting responsibility was a commonly used strategy.

Toyota was ultimately forced to communicate more transparently, and less defensively in order to repair its image. Although the company was never motivated by the intrinsic principles of communicative action, targeting its communication efforts towards mutual understanding rather than manipulation and deceit were important its recovery. Toyota stopped defensively framing its positive attributes as scrutiny increased. It began to acknowledge its responsibility to improve by returning to its core values and regaining the trust of its customers and American regulators. Open communication and transparency were key aspects of this frame. For example, a press release stated that Toyota had made changes in its operations in order to improve the safety of its vehicles, in addition to its openness with customers and regulators:
we've made fundamental changes in the way our company operates in order to ensure that Toyota sets an even higher standard for vehicle safety and reliability, responsiveness to customers, and transparency with regulators.

(Toyota, March 25)

In this sense, Toyota emphasized these positive attributes but acknowledged that it needed to make “fundamental changes” in its standards for safety and reliability, as well as improving its communication with customers and regulators in order to meet expectations and address issues related to its accountability for safety. Media coverage even reflected this in framing Toyota’s recovery (Ibid). For example, a Toyota spokesperson commented on their failure to communicate during the crisis, “while it looked to the outside world that we weren't moving fast enough, our engineers were working hard to find the root cause” (Vranica, December 30). Implicit in this statement is Toyota’s failure to communicate to the public about its efforts to address the situation, which had a negative impact on their corporate image during the definition phase of the issues framing cycle. In this sense, communication was acknowledged as a central aspect of crisis management; while Toyota was working to find the source of the problem, its failure to provide clear communication to the public further exacerbated its image problems.

Toyota shifted the framing of attributes from improving safety to emphasizing its commitment to quality as it began to recover, although both aspects of the brand remained present in external communication. New quality leadership initiatives were announced in February 2010, when Toyota announced the creation of a Quality Task Force to improve quality around the world. In May 2010, Toyota appointed a new Chief Quality Officer for North America, and stated that quality assurance was its “top priority”
(Toyota, May 19). This addressed criticisms of Toyota’s ability to maintain quality on a global scale, particularly with its North American customers. Rather than continuing to emphasize its positive attributes, Toyota refocused its strategic communication to admitting responsibility for improving its internal communication and quality processes through corrective action. As discussed in the media framing section, this resulted in more positive framing of Toyota as transparent in media coverage. Toyota’s image repair activities are discussed in detail in the following section, which addresses the specific framing of issues and responsibility in press releases during the crisis timeframe.

**Framing Issues and Responsibility Through Image Repair**

Framing issues and responsibility has implications for public relations, particularly in the context of issues and crisis management (Hallahan, 1999). How stakeholders interpret these aspects of a crisis has ramifications for the degree of reputational threat, financial implications, and the image repair strategies needed to respond to the crisis (Coombs & Holladay, 2010).

The following section responds to RQ2.2 by detailing how Toyota used image repair strategies to frame its corporate image. First, Toyota’s denial of the electronic cause is discussed, as well as its ineffectiveness in convincing the public of this cause during the definition phase of the framing cycle. Next, other image repair strategies, such as reducing offensiveness and evading responsibility, corrective action, and mortification are discussed. Ultimately, Toyota’s combination of corrective action and mortification was most successful in repairing its image, allowing the company to express honesty and sincerity while working to resolve the problem. This section discusses Toyota’s framing
of issues and responsibility in press releases in the context of media framing of these image repair activities.

*Denying an Electronic Cause*

Information about the causes of an accident or technical error crisis can help to shift stakeholder beliefs about the crisis, and as such it is important to establish credibility in external statements. Reporting of potential electronic causes of SUA began as early as October 2009 (e.g. Vartabedian & Bensinger, October 18). Toyota used several image repair strategies to define the issue and restore its credibility and image through responsibility framing, which will be detailed in this section. It is important to address the inefficacy of Toyota’s early denials and the role they played in fuelling speculation in the media.

Toyota denied the electronic cause frame by directly denying this rumour in early press releases (e.g. Figure 3). Rather than using a more transparent image repair strategy (e.g. mortification; corrective action), Toyota focused its early issues framing on the denial of an electronic cause:

> a series of media reports circulated, stating that there was growing suspicion by some Toyota and Lexus owners, that a glitch of some kind in the electronic engine management system was the cause of reports of unintended acceleration . . . the question of unintended acceleration involving Toyota and Lexus vehicles has been one of the most thoroughly and repeatedly investigated issues by Toyota, as well as by the engineering experts at the [NHTSA]. Six times in the past six years NHTSA has undertaken an exhaustive review of allegations of unintended acceleration on Toyota and Lexus vehicles and six times the agency closed the investigation without finding any electronic engine control system malfunction to be the cause of unintended acceleration.  

*(Toyota, November 25)*
Claims of an electronic defect overshadowed Toyota’s press releases during the early definition phase, which mainly concentrated on denying these media reports. For example, this statement detailed the allegations against Toyota, and directly mentions “growing suspicion” on behalf of their customers, as well as allegations of a “glitch of some kind” (Ibid). This press release is focused on denial, rather than providing corrective action to address the situation, or mortification. In response, Toyota claimed that NHTSA had investigated allegations of SUA in Toyota vehicles “six times in the past six years” and each time no malfunction had been found (Ibid). The fact that its communication was structured in the denial of electronic cause focused attention on the rumour, rather than the floor mats. It should also be noted that Toyota misquoted NHTSA in a prior press release to support their denial of the presence of electronic flaws, and they were also forced to apologize in this press release statement. This inaccuracy worked to Toyota’s disadvantage, further undermining its credibility during the definition phase of the framing cycle.
Toyota’s denial of electronic defects remained consistent throughout the crisis (e.g. Figure 4), although it was not accepted or verified in media coverage until driver error began to take precedence as a potential cause. Like mortification, denial was also combined with the corrective action frame to show that “even though our own testing shows full compliance with federal fuel system integrity standards, we are working intensely to duplicate the non-compliance issue that NHTSA identified” (Toyota, March 25). Toyota also used denial to frame its defense of the validity of Exponent’s investigations, but combined this with corrective action. When fined $32.425 million by the United States government, Toyota clarified that the payment of the fine was not an

---

36 This figure is reflective of the qualitative frames observed in the analysis, and is not quantitative. As such, the purpose of this figure is to represent the qualitative frames and framing shifts that emerged across the timeframe of the study.
admission that their electrical systems were flawed but a part of their corrective action strategy to alleviate public concern (Toyota, December 26).

Reducing Offensiveness and Evading Responsibility

As discussed in the literature review, reducing offensiveness aims to reduce negative public perceptions of an organization. The reducing offensiveness strategies used by Toyota included minimization and compensation. Neither reducing offensiveness strategy was very effective; Toyota’s minimization efforts were criticized in media coverage, and its compensation of Toyota owners was not the focus of media coverage.

Toyota attempted to minimize the issue by downplaying the scale of the crisis. The findings suggest that minimization strategies may not be as effective when they are used vaguely, and an organization’s credibility has been affected. It is important to include this strategy in a discussion of Toyota’s image repair because they were among its early unsuccessful efforts to define the issue, and present a good example of how crisis communication should not be handled when an organization has lost its credibility. Minimization was employed to frame the minor impact of the recalls (i.e. January-December 2010), as well as the rare instances in which they could occur, in statements such as, “[we] want to reassure Toyota owners that instances of sticking pedals are rare and generally do not occur suddenly” (Toyota, January 28). This strategy intersected with several reports of corrective action by Toyota stating that it had identified the cause of the problem, and was actively testing remedies and implementing fixes. The minimization frame did not appear to mitigate the situation when coupled with corrective action, in light of the media framing analysis. Toyota’s efforts to minimize the scale of the crisis
were highly unsuccessful; media generally emphasized the amount of recalls, which was a particularly salient element of reporting\textsuperscript{37}. The minimization frame was not found in the majority of media coverage of the recalls, apart from in a critical tone, “the company said the problem was ‘rare’ ” (Bunkley, January 22)\textsuperscript{38}. Toyota’s vague language was ineffective, as it was unqualified and relied on credibility that they did not have at the time of this statement.

*Corrective Action and Mortification*

Corrective action was the most commonly and consistently projected image repair frame employed by Toyota. Corrective action is usually advised as an appropriate strategy when an organization is found to be responsible for an event (Benoit, 1997). An organization can claim responsibility while demonstrating its efforts to repair the situation. While Toyota articulated corrective action strategies beginning in 2009, it was heavily criticized in media coverage for its speed in identifying and responding to the problem. As Toyota faced difficulty framing the issue (i.e. specifically the cause of the recall), its initial corrective action efforts were relatively unsuccessful in impacting media frames. Later external communication included mortification, which was instrumental to Toyota’s recovery and helped to support corrective action efforts.

In the first press release issued after the accident that sparked the recall crisis, Toyota demonstrated responsibility for investigating the issue, using a corrective action frame, “we are investigating all of our Lexus and Toyota dealers to immediately inspect

\textsuperscript{37} Despite this, Liker and Ogden (2011) note that the size of the recalls was not indicative of the number of defects in the vehicles, but of the scale of Toyota’s production.

\textsuperscript{38} Consistent with the recommendations of Deacon and colleagues (2007), scare quotes were included as framing devices to indicate rebuttal or criticism on the part of the journalist.
their new, used, and loaner fleet vehicles” (Toyota, September 14). While it firmly maintained that no defect existed in vehicles with properly installed floor mats, Toyota expressed its actions to prevent floor mat interference with the pedals. Statements like this did constitute a corrective action response, but Toyota’s corrective action efforts were widely criticized as vague and questionable in media reports. For Toyota, the real issue was not in communicating corrective action efforts, but in demonstrating to the public that they had identified the true cause of the accidents and reported of SUA. As discussed, the gap between Toyota’s identification of the problem and the perceived authenticity and credibility of these statements was evident in statements by NHTSA such as, “Toyota stopped sales ‘because we asked them to’ ” (Bensinger & Hsu, February 2). Toyota struggled to establish credibility at this point in the crisis, largely because they were perceived as motivated by profits rather than safety. From this perspective, Toyota had to be forced to stop the sales of its vehicles, and did not prioritize customer safety.

Toyota consistently employed a corrective action frame in its external communication materials for the duration of the crisis, but the most fundamental aspect of its recovery was the shift in the company’s approach to corrective action. Initial corrective action frames were vague, while frames towards the resonance period were more specific and focused on concrete actions that had been taken by Toyota. Toyota also combined different image repair strategies in its public response to the crisis. These findings support criticisms (e.g. Schultz & Raupp, 2009) that call for more complex applications of crisis communication strategies39. The corrective action frame was present for Toyota’s 2009-2012 image repair activities, but it was combined with other strategies

---

39 As described in the literature review, Benoit (1997) details applications of crisis communication theory for only one type of crisis response at a time.
to varying degrees of success. The most successful image repair strategy was a combination of specific corrective action and mortification, while the least successful involved corrective action and bolstering.

Toyota continued to use corrective action as a dominant image repair strategy as the crisis progressed, but its press releases and statements to the media indicated a combination of corrective action with other image repair strategies, such as mortification as public scrutiny increased. In February 2010 press releases, Toyota shifted its strategy of bolstering its past reputation for safety and quality and corrective action to include mortification as well. For example, Toyota cited Akio Toyoda’s apology for Toyota’s lack of customer service and attentiveness, and the importance of changing this behaviour, “it is clear to me that in recent years we didn't listen as carefully as we should . . . recognize that we must do better—much better—in responding to safety issues” (Toyoda, February 23). In this sense, Toyota acknowledged that it had made mistakes, and used this as an opportunity to identify areas where they needed to improve customer service and communication. Later news articles reflected favourably on the implementation of corrective action efforts in reports such as, “the decision to call back the vehicles follow promises by Toyota to be swifter” (Tabuchi, January 27). It was important to image repair efforts that Toyota acknowledge its responsibility for the crisis, demonstrate action to resolve the problem, and show that these remedies had been successful. This was instrumental in the company’s recovery, and was only possible when it appeared to be truthful and genuine in both its assertion of the problem, and its remedy.
Toyota’s recovery ultimately depended on the clarity, sincerity and observed success of its corrective action strategies. While public relations naturally follows the logic of strategic action, the findings suggest that integrating key concepts of communicative action should be considered a best practice in corporate crisis communication. Successful corrective action involved the delivery of services and demonstration to the public that the problem was being fixed. Image repair strategies, such as bolstering its reputation and issuing “voluntary” recalls were less effective than actually demonstrating improvements and success. As such, the most instrumental image repair strategies to Toyota’s recovery appeared to be a combination of corrective action and mortification. While Toyota consistently employed a corrective action frame throughout the crisis, the tone of corrective action shifted as Toyota began to admit their mistakes and apologize from them. Toyota’s initial corrective action efforts were vague and did not acknowledge the possibility of actual defects within its vehicles. When combined with corrective action, mortification was a more responsive image repair strategy. Unlike emphasizing its positive attributes, this strategy allowed the company to begin to recover from the crisis. Mortification also allowed Toyota to demonstrate transparency by publicly identifying their weaknesses, and combine this admission of error with the identification of appropriate corrective action strategies to rectify the problem.

The chapter’s discussion of source selection, culturally embedded themes in media reporting as well as the various framing of attributes and image repair in Toyota’s press releases points to the importance of using culturally informed, clear, and transparent communication whenever possible during a crisis. As a Japanese company, Toyota faced
several obstacles with regard to its communication with the American public. Ultimately, Toyota’s image repair strategies were more effective when they addressed the crisis in the United States by issuing recalls more promptly and responsively, and specifically tailoring the language of their public statements to an American audience. While prominent public relations scholars (e.g. Coombs, 2007) caution against general policies of transparent communication, particularly in the early stages of a crisis, the findings of this study indicate that open, truthful, and transparent image repair strategies (e.g. corrective action, mortification) are more effective and carry less risk for organizations than employing vague or deceptive image repair (e.g. denial). Toyota was initially vague in image repair activities, but it was ultimately forced to change its strategic efforts and communicate clearly with the American public when it became apparent that a vague and evasive communication strategy would not be effective. Strategies such as mortification allowed Toyota to communicate truthfully with the public and express sincerity. In principle, strategic communication is not founded in equal and truthful communication, but for Toyota, the open and truthful aspects of their public relations strategy were the most effective during the recall crisis. The following chapter discusses the most important findings of the study, and proposes strategic recommendations for corporate crisis communication.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

Key Findings

This thesis sheds light on the range of image repair activities employed by Toyota during the recall of “suddenly accelerating” vehicles from September 2009 to January 2012, and how these activities were framed in media content. The examination of image repair strategies and media framing through qualitative framing analysis led to findings specifically related to Toyota’s recovery, as well as more broadly to the field of crisis communication and media reporting of a crisis.

There were several key findings related to source selection, particularly during the emergence phase of the crisis. The emergence phase was the shortest in the issue framing cycle of the Toyota crisis, as media framing of the cause began roughly two months after the first report of misplaced floor mats. During the definition phase, the causes of SUA were contested between Toyota and the media. An examination of sourcing practices in media coverage revealed that commonly cited sources during this phase were drivers, industry experts, government regulators and lawmakers, and Toyota spokespersons. Drivers were most influential in defining the causes of the crisis and provided emotional and moral judgments in news articles. While government lawmakers initially focused on Toyota’s responsibility, the focus of responsibility later shifted to regulator NHTSA. Although Toyota spokespersons were included in media sourcing during the definition phase, they were not primary definers of content during the early definition phase.
The combination of corrective action strategies was another key finding, as Toyota’s efforts to repair its image involved external communication activities that employed multiple image repair strategies at once. Based on media coverage of Toyota’s image and reports of its activities, the findings indicate that the most successful combination of strategies was corrective action and mortification, as this showed the public that Toyota had admitted fault, and was formulating a course of action to directly address this. The least effective combination of corrective action included bolstering, where Toyota relied on its past reputation to diffuse the situation and did not demonstrate adequate investigation into all possible causes of the recalls beyond the floor mats.

While a strong cultural frame was observed in media coverage of Toyota during the recall period, analysis of Toyota’s external communication did not indicate an emphasis on Japan or its identity as a Japanese company in its projected image. Cultural frames in media content pertained to Toyota’s corporate culture and identity, Japanese culture, and American culture. Media reporting continued to emphasize the cultural frame, and varied only in its application of reasoning devices to each frame throughout the crisis. Another cultural frame encountered in media coverage discussed modern technology as a potential cause of the Toyota crisis, and a potential solution to avoid future accidents. The dominant frames observed in media coverage can be applied to understand general media coverage of other similar corporate crises. Frames such as modern technology were anchored in reasoning devices that defined technology as a problem and suggested it as a remedy at different points in the crisis. Similarly, the prominent cultural focus of reasoning devices highlights fundamental implications on research on media framing during a crisis. These findings suggest that certain frames,
such as technology and culture, may be common features in media reporting of a crisis, rather than simply specific to the Toyota case study. As such, this finding illuminates a potential opportunity for further academic exploration.

**Findings in Light of Theory**

The epistemology of William James (1981a; 1981b) and Jurgen Habermas (1964; 1984) provided a foundation from which to explore both image and communication from a broad perspective. These philosophers ultimately inspired and guided the ideas, theories and concepts that grounded the methodology and findings of the study. For this reason, it is important to delineate the specific link between their philosophy and the key findings.

The use of select concepts from William James’ (1981a; 1981b) ideas of perception and consciousness and self were integral to understanding Toyota’s image and impression management strategies during the crisis. Understanding reality as individually mediated based on external impressions guided the media framing analysis. Key findings (e.g. the news media’s cultural framing of Toyota as a “Japanese” company, as well as Toyota’s use of impression management) were grounded in the premise that reality is ultimately dependent on the perceptions of the audience receiving a given impression. Beyond understanding Toyota’s intended impressions during the crisis, the study examined the reasoning devices through which media interpreted its impression management activities. Interestingly, the analysis revealed several key themes in media reporting related to nationalism and technology, suggesting that while image repair strategies are important to corporate crisis communication, the media ultimately follows
patterns of reporting external to corporate activities. For example, framing is often dependent on the cultural norms of the audience, or the given stage in the issues cycle.

Jürgen Habermas (1964; 1984) provided a foundation from which to understand the function of communication by both public relations and media during a crisis. Toyota’s most successful response to the crisis involved its shift from vague and deceptive communication (e.g. denial) to openness about its failed crisis response (e.g. corrective action; mortification). This was a key finding in light of the study’s Habermasian framework. Although Toyota was consistently motivated by the goals of strategic action, and focused its communication efforts in the aim of improving its public image, the company was obligated to employ principles of communicative action in order to successfully repair its image. This suggests that while transplanting Habermasian concepts directly onto the practice of public relations communication is impractical, employing aspects of communicative action can benefit public relations, particularly in a crisis.

The Habermasian framework of the study also contextualized the analysis of media reporting, given the central role of news values in determining news framing of Toyota. As discussed in the findings section, the framing analysis of source selection in media coverage of Toyota revealed the key role of drivers in defining electronics as the cause of the SUA incidents. While the actions of public relations are primarily subject to scrutiny during a corporate crisis, the role of the media is significant. In light of Habermas’ (1964) public sphere, the findings confirmed that both public relations and media employed strategic, rather than communicative action during the early phases of the crisis. Media sourcing practices obscured truthful and accurate reporting in the early
stages of the crisis. Source selection was used to increase the saliency of reporting; emotional statements by driver sources played a prominent role in fuelling speculation about the causes of the crisis. While the main recommendation of the study is related to transparent corporate crisis communication, the media play a vital role and should report content based on truth, rather than salience.

**Strategic Recommendations**

The findings of this study are applicable to organizational crisis management at the issue management, crisis decision-making, and post-crisis phases of a corporate image crisis. The outcomes of the framing analysis provided an insight into the strengths and weaknesses of Toyota’s public relations activities in the broader context of the issues framing cycle (e.g. Miller & Riechart, 2001), and how Toyota was perceived in media coverage. As the recommendations flow from the timeframe of the study, the following section addresses the issue management phase, followed by crisis communication, and post-crisis reflection.

Organizations should closely monitor media content to understand the tone of public opinion during a crisis. Media monitoring can help organizations to tailor messaging to the public and clarify speculation. As part of crisis management, organizations should plan to update their customers and other key stakeholders with very specific, clear, and factual statements before an issue emerges in the media. It is important to establish the organization as highly informed at this stage of the crisis to mitigate frame negotiation during the definition phase. Toyota’s inconsistent diagnosis of causes (i.e. a floor mat advisory was initially issued, and was later followed by a sticking
accelerator pedal recall) coupled with its continued denial of the electronic cause did not help to assuage media frames of electronic defects. Establishing credibility during this phase is essential to the success of later corrective action efforts. While organizations have to be perceived as actively looking to remedy the situation, the public must believe that these remedies will be effective in solving the issue. Toyota eventually regained their credibility in the resonance phase of the crisis, and their later decision to halt production of vehicles until a solution was implemented was received positively in media coverage.

Organizations should have a comprehensive crisis management plan, which delegates the responsibilities of internal employees in addressing the crisis, and the skills required in each role. First, it is essential at the issue management stage to delegate specific roles to each public spokesperson, and coordinate communication among them. Having clearly defined rules for communication with the media is essential for consistent and clear messaging to the public. Drawing upon the findings of this study, the leader of the organization should consistently act as the main spokesperson for the organization, rather than an array of executives. They should receive clear guidance from an expert regarding appropriate communication with stakeholders, particularly in situations where the leader is from a different culture or country. Furthermore, employees should be instructed not to comment publicly and direct all concerns to the media relations division of the corporation. While Toyota instructed its dealers not to comment to media, internal employees were often cited in media coverage. Furthermore, as noted in the findings section, some comments from internal Toyota sources cited leaked emails from employees celebrating the money Toyota saved by issuing a limited recall, which was very damaging to the company’s image. As such, it is necessary for companies to have
regulations regarding what content is acceptable to communicate in emails, phone calls or in-person meetings.

Next, communication during the emergence and definition phases should be decisive, clear, and highly responsive. Although complaints of SUA dated back to 2007, Toyota exhibited delayed and inconsistent communication to the media that indicated a lack of planning before the crisis occurred. Preventative actions through issue management should be put in place to reduce the threat of reputational damage. A plan should identify key stakeholders, such as media contacts, in addition to governmental agencies and subject matter experts, preferably who are not employed by the organization (e.g. external engineers, academics). The analysis of media sourcing practices revealed a discrepancy between public relations statements and those by NHTSA and industry experts in media coverage during the emergence and definition phases. Industry experts are particularly important to providing an impartial opinion, in situations where the credibility of the organization is jeopardized. As a mechanical problem would have been easier and less costly to fix, Toyota was perceived as having motives for finding a mechanical, rather than electronic cause. Having the endorsement of an expert source would have provided additional proof to support Toyota’s claims during the emergence and definition phases.

As discussed, media framing of alternate SUA causes began very shortly after Akio Toyoda publicly apologized and issued their first recall of floor mats in the wake of the Saylor accident. The definition phase of the issues framing cycle involves competing frames between an organization and various stakeholders in the media, as well as media framing in itself. Toyota’s press releases focused on the electronic cause of SUA during
the issues definition phase, when communication should have been focused on gaining credibility for their claims that the problem was mechanical. Toyota was more focused on denying an electrical cause of SUA than on actually resolving the problem. As discussed in the issue management recommendations, in instances when credibility is threatened, external sources such as experts can be utilized to provide additional support for claims during the crisis stage. Furthermore, Toyota should have also focused on limiting the scope of the crisis in response to the media. As noted in the findings section, media reporting sensationalized the high volume of the recalls, but this was an indicator of the size of Toyota’s manufacturing, rather than the number of errors in the vehicles (Liker & Ogden, 2011). Toyota never clarified or defended this despite numerous articles focusing on the large scale of the crisis to differentiate between Toyota and other car recalls.

The findings of this thesis also support the general recommendation of exercising cultural normativity in crisis communication with affected customers in different countries. This can be implemented in a communications plan involving research on the cultural norms of customers in different regions, and how they impact a crisis communication strategy. Toyota struggled with image repair during the crisis, largely as a result of its inability to understand and resolve cultural differences in its application of crisis communication to Americans. Akio Toyoda appeared reticent to travel to the United States to testify before Congress, which was viewed negatively in American news reporting. When Toyoda finally appeared before Congress, his emotional demeanour conveyed a sense of insecurity to the American public. While the Japanese media received Toyoda’s emotional display positively, describing Toyoda as “crying while maintaining masculinity”, numerous American news articles directly stated that Toyoda
needed to respond to the crisis in accordance with American cultural norms and values (Inada & Sanchanta, February 26).

Finally, organizations should propose measures for moving forward during the resolution phase of the framing cycle. For example, Toyota mobilized a Quality Task Force to show that they were actively taking measures to improve and move on from the crisis, which was received positively in media coverage. This demonstrated its resiliency after the crisis, and a willingness to repair any mistakes an organization may have made during the issues and crisis management stages. While Toyota made several mistakes throughout the crisis, the company had a clear vision of how to move forward from the crisis and learn from its mistakes.

Limitations, Implications, and Lessons Learned

Framing provides an indication of the level of salience an issue receives in media content, as well as the ways in which public opinions are formulated within the public sphere. The findings of this thesis suggest that while public relations activities are important during a crisis, media framing follows its own patterns, which may be irrespective of public relations activities. The cultural frames observed in the media framing analysis provide valuable insights into general media framing patterns during a corporate image crisis, which can be applied to crisis planning and management. The analysis of public relations content provided insight into Toyota’s preferred framing during the crisis; furthermore, examining corporate image repair in the context of media framing contributed a new perspective reflective of the framing cycle and general news values in media reporting.
In particular, the observation of culturally embedded themes in media framing highlighted important implications for journalists, as well as for research in organizational crisis communication. First, the strong presence of culturally embedded themes in media framing during the Toyota crisis identified an additional factor beyond Toyota’s initial silence, which may have obscured accurate and truthful reporting of the Toyota crisis. While this study is mainly focused on public relations and strategic communication, it is important to consider the responsibility of journalists during a corporate crisis to provide truthful and accurate information. Moreover, the contextualization of public relations activities within media framing shifts provided a perspective relevant to developing an issue management strategy or managing a crisis. Media monitoring remains a key aspect of crisis management, and public relations departments should be aware of general themes in media reporting, as well as the ways in which public relations strategies can anticipate and complement them. This research is relevant to both crisis preparation and crisis response, as it highlights important frames within media reporting that Toyota should have taken note of during the early phases of the issues framing cycle, as well as successful crisis management activities later on.

A limitation of this study lies in its analysis of culturally embedded themes within media content from a Western perspective. As the media’s ability to define issues within a culture often remains unnoticed within the news culture, it follows that some frames may remain latent when a member of that culture is conducting the research (Van Gorp, 2010). As such, it is important to acknowledge a potential cultural bias as a limitation when evaluating a researcher’s ability to detect the presence of culturally embedded frames within media reporting (Ibid). While the literature review helped to sensititize the
researcher to potential emergent cultural themes, future research might benefit from the use of multiple coders from different cultures to increase reliability. This limitation is ultimately due to the exploratory, rather than exhaustive scope of the study.

As the Toyota recall is a case study primarily based in the United States, the recommendations are drawn from normative American cultural values observed in media framing. This is consistent with the bulk of scholarly literature on communication during a corporate image crisis, which is generally focused on communication from a Western perspective. This highlights an opportunity for research on cross-cultural crisis communication in an internationally based corporate crisis. It is highly important for global companies to be aware of how certain image repair strategies are received by different cultural groups and different countries in tailoring a crisis communication strategy. It is recommended that future studies in the field examine the transferability of existing strategic crisis communication theory and practices to other cultures.

Finally, given that this study draws upon a rich theoretical framework, including the philosophical underpinnings of William James (1981a; 1981b) and Jürgen Habermas (1984), it is important to note that its use of philosophy and theory is not intended to be exhaustive. The purpose of the study’s epistemology is to inspire and guide the focus of this study in a general, rather than specific way. As such, the most relevant threads of knowledge were drawn from William James (1981a; 1981b) and Jürgen Habermas (1984), although that the scholarship of these two thinkers is much wider than the scope of this thesis. Selected concepts and ideas were drawn from the scholarship of these philosophers to anchor and guide the methodological application and analysis of the findings. The theoretical framework also highlights an additional avenue of further
exploration for future studies. The philosophical framework is too broad to completely dissect in a Masters thesis, but this could be studied in more detail in a PhD program of research.

**Thesis Summary**

This thesis synthesizes and assesses the strategic activities that Toyota took part in to repair its image at different stages of the crisis, and assesses how these strategies were framed in American media content. More specifically, it explores image repair from a broad perspective that encompasses framing strategies by public relations professionals, important frames that emerge in news reporting over time, and how and why certain sources are selected in media reporting of a crisis.

By tracing the role and impact of image repair strategies and media coverage on Toyota’s image as the crisis progressed, the introduction establishes the importance of understanding crisis communication and corporate image from the perspectives of both Toyota and the American media. The Toyota crisis is identified as an important case study in applying this multifaceted perspective to prominent theories of image repair (e.g. Benoit, 1997; Coombs, 2007). The shifts in Toyota’s crisis management approach and its initial indecision regarding its approach to the crisis provide a rich case study for understanding the application of various strategies over the course of a crisis. The framing analysis of media content provides a nuanced view of how these strategies were reported in news coverage, as well as how other aspects of Toyota’s image were perceived during the crisis. Theories and concepts such as impression management, framing analysis, media theory, and crisis communication form the theoretical framework
and ultimately guide the analysis of image repair strategies, media framing of the crisis, and media sourcing practices during the crisis.

The literature review details and deconstructs the theoretical framework by drawing on William James and Jürgen Habermas to establish the foundations of perception and strategic communication. From this point, the literature review discusses theories stemming from these scholars, such as impression management, primary and secondary definers, theories of crisis communication, framing analysis, and theories of framing in the public relations and media context. William James was selected for his philosophy on the subjectivity of perception, and the individual’s agency in creating meaning. This established a framework from which to approach theories of impression management and framing, which are both founded in the subjectivity of meaning based on how ideas are presented and perceived by a given individual. This framework also guided the application of media theory to the literature review, which focused on the impact of source selection on the overall interpretation of a news article. Jürgen Habermas was selected to anchor the thesis’ focus on the act of communication, and its understanding of strategic communication. This thesis drew on theories of crisis communication that applied Habermasian principles of strategic communication to effective communication with key publics (e.g. Benoit, 1997; Coombs, 2007). The literature review establishes a lens from which to approach the structuration of the thesis’ methodology and the discussion and analysis of key findings.

The methodology section conceptualizes the most relevant concepts and ideas discussed in the literature review for application to the research. The research questions are informed by the theoretical framework, and guide the analysis of Toyota’s projected
and perceived image during the crisis, through the lens of both public relations and media content. This thesis justifies the selection of framing analysis to investigate the research questions, as these methods provide a means to understand both manifest and latent meanings of texts. The goals of this research are to uncover both explicitly stated themes, as well as the ways in which messages are framed. As such, framing analysis was deemed appropriate for the interests of this project. Next, this section details the procedures of data collection and analysis, sample selection, and coding frames. Finally, a discussion of reliability and validity concludes the chapter, in order to mitigate potential risks in the data analysis phase.

The findings indicated the emergence of several key frames, as well as important framing shifts within the data. The cultural frames observed in media coverage pointed to the need for exercising cultural normativity in international communication activities. Other dominant themes included modern technology both as problem and remedy, as well as sourcing practices that favoured moral evaluations and anecdotal evidence in frames structuring the causes of the crisis. Public relations framing remained consistent across the timeframe of the study, although Toyota emphasized different aspects of its image as the crisis progressed. Toyota’s extensive use of corrective action led to a thorough examination of the effectiveness of this strategy during the crisis. The findings showed that corrective action was only effective when Toyota was able to successfully remedy the situation through corrective action; “empty” statements of intention were ineffective and damaging. Further, corrective action and mortification were effective when combined, and when employed sincerely. The findings support this study’s recommendation of using clear and direct communication, particularly in an environment
of uncertainty and intense public speculation. Additionally, targeting the language of crisis communication to the cultural norms of consumers was found to be important, particularly for international organizations.

This investigation of framing during the Toyota recall crisis looked beyond the initial phase of the crisis to reveal important shifts in public relations and media framing as Toyota continued to repair its image. Ultimately, Toyota’s shift to clear and direct communication helped to decrease media speculation of the causes of the accidents. Toyota also became more responsive and attentive to public opinion, and began to tailor its communication to the American public. Toyota’s efforts to bridge this communication gap helped in their recovery, although it did not quell negative reporting. As one of the biggest public relations crises in history, it took time for Toyota’s image to recover. Despite this, the news framing shifts observed in this study revealed the effectiveness of various public relations strategies, which can be applied to the planning, crisis, and post-crisis stages. It was found that cultural sensitivity and ethical, transparent communication are essential aspects of communication when a corporate crisis necessitates image repair.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Media Framing Matrix

| Title of Article: | ____________________________________________________________________________ |
| Newspaper: | ____________________________________________________________________________ |
| Date of Publication: | ____________________________________________________________________________ |
| URL: | ____________________________________________________________________________ |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem definition</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Sources cited (RQ1.1)</th>
<th>Cultural Frames (RQ1.2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis of cause</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested remedy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[40\] This table is intended as a visual representation. The complete list of frames and corresponding samples of text observed in the data analysis exceed page limits of the thesis (i.e. more than 10 pages).

\[41\] This column included a sample of text that defined the problem, diagnosed causes, provided moral evaluations, or suggested remedies. Framing devices were listed before the text excerpt, e.g. metaphor: “cars are moving computers, and the electronics are the very heart of the car” (Bensinger & Vartabedian, February 14).
Appendix B: Public Relations Framing Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem definition</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Attribute Frames (RQ2.1)</th>
<th>Image Repair Frames (RQ2.2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis of cause</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moral evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested remedy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

42 This table is intended as a visual representation. The complete list of frames and corresponding samples of text observed in the data analysis exceed page limits of the thesis (i.e. more than 10 pages).

43 This column included a sample of text that defined the problem, diagnosed causes, provided moral evaluations, or suggested remedies.